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Torchy the Battery Boy has had
a brand new battery inserted so
he can read the magazine in
the dark and says:
“ HOLD THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Greetings Gang.
At the time of typing, a little past mid-September, after that wonderful
and totally unexpected heat-wave that swept across much of the south
of this country throughout the first half of this month, seeing
temperatures soar to 30° degrees in London (or 90° plus if you prefer in
old money), by all accounts the hottest September day for 105 years all good things must come to an end and sadly torrential rain, storms and flooding have returned
the seemingly tropical climate to a far cooler typical autumnal feel.
“Enough about the weather!” I hear you cry, what is happening in
Charlie Gracie (C) Paul Harris
Tales From The Woods land? For live music, we are taking a little
rest, returning to tread the boards on Sunday 19th March at Soho’s
Spice Of Life for "An Evening With Charlie Gracie". This legendary
guitarist and singer has performed for us before; however this time
things are going to be different, allowing Charlie to stretch out, and
delve into that impressive back catalogue a little more. Partly inspired
by his one man show that is currently receiving so much acclaim
back home in his native USA, he certainly has the right band behind
him to bring it to fruition - the Tales From The Woods Band, who
will not only be backing Charlie but stepping into the spotlight in their
own right as a support act. Those attendees who have only
witnessed them as an excellent backing band, providing a backing
vocal or two as required, will, I'm sure, be in for a pleasant surprise.
Only officially announced here in the pages of this magazine, already
through word of mouth tickets are being reserved, although we have
as yet to decide what to price the tickets at, they definitely will be going on sale as from Monday
17th October. Keep an eye on our website, round-robin, and Facebook page for further details.
Non-computer folks who receive hard-copies of this magazine well, you just simply pick up the
phone and give me a call.



Stuart Colman
(C) Paul Harris

As we previously reported in Issue 92, the Borderline venue is closing a
little before Christmas and re-opening in March, so our annual (often biannual) event at this by then refurbished venue will take place on Sunday
26th March. At the time of writing negotiations are under way for yet
another splendid line up. Like the bill, the title is still under consideration,
but what we can say is, at this moment in time, that we will welcome back
broadcaster/musician/producer and all round great guy Stuart Colman as
our MC. It goes without saying that the Tales From The Woods Band
without whom there indeed would be no show, will soon be preparing
rehearsals, allowing us to present a faultless show. John 'Mr Angry' Howard
will be back spinning the hot wax, and all our loyal, conscientious behind
the scenes helpers will all be back amongst us all, looking forward already
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to seeing old friends once again and more than a few new ones.

The Band (C) Paul Harris


We at the Tales From The Woods board are pleased to announce that new members continue to
join us at a very healthy rate, with a dramatic rise in website hits, suggesting that more and more
folks are hearing about us. Without a doubt the TFTW YouTube channel has played a considerable
role in getting the word out, as new clips are added on a near weekly basis. If you have missed
any of our shows, this is the place you can at least find segments, while vintage shows can still be
heard on Radio Sutch (internet only) each and every Wednesday at 9pm. Playing its part too is our
wonderful TFTW Facebook page which is exclusive for all our events both commercial and social,
even my Keith Woods Facebook page still proves popular with ever increasing friends coming
aboard. I honestly thought that this would become the poor relation once the TFTW Facebook page
was set up, but happily that has proved to not be the case. Not forgetting Twitter too, we are there
for you to explore and we welcome comments and interactions; after all gang, we are a social
networking group.


Which brings me nicely on to… as London’s skyline constantly changes beyond recognition, nooks
and crannies, buildings that once housed shops, pubs, cafes and restaurants, book shops,
ironmongers, haberdasheries, most alarmingly of all possibly for many of us, music venues which
makes all the wonderful work that Henry Scott-Irvine has been doing so very important, which you
can read about in his own words within a recent interview I conducted elsewhere in this magazine.
Likewise a little further on in my column I will tell you about a very worthwhile way that we can all
contribute. Before that though, may I mention a couple of watering holes in this once vibrant
capital city where it is still possible to experience a way of life that has little to do with corporate
excess, clinging by their fingernails to stay in business against the aggressive onslaught of high
street chains. One such place is the 'Angel', sitting as though defiant amidst destruction close to St
Giles Church, a few metres beyond Denmark Street,
surrounded by all the worst excess of Crossrail
wreaking havoc and devastation.
This is an old fashioned 'boozer' and there can’t be
too many pubs anywhere in the land that retain their
separate bars, public, saloon and snug. Upstairs one
can stretch out and relax on sofas for quiet
conversation and there’s a dart board in the public
bar, the last in the west end for sure? No music, no
fruit machines, and possibly most important of all, no
'bloody' television.
The same rules apply with the added attraction of use of mobile phones being
frowned upon in my Soho local, the ‘Coach and Horses', just across the other side
of Charing Cross Road in Romilly Street, a few feet from the Spice Of Life, venue of
many a successful Tales From The Woods show. The pub, in certain circles
known as ‘Norman's C and H', is one of the last bohemian hang outs clinging on for
precious life in Soho, once the hangout of actor Peter O' Toole, infamous journalist
Jeffrey Bernard, artist Francis Bacon, just three of the former regulars who enjoyed
a tipple and whose photos adorn the walls.
A recent conversation with the present 'guvnor' suggested that maybe he can hang
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on for up to another five years before the hoardings are erected, luxury flats or chains emerge and
another piece of London’s life history is lost. If you are passing by, do drop in, check out
something that is so worth saving, and if I'm at the bar, mine’s a pint of Seafarers.
Some of our, shall we say senior readers may remember a time when
a beaten up old upright piano used to be part of the furniture in many
a pub, where no doubt a lady or a man of a certain size and age
would play, patrons would, maybe with the encouragement of a little
alcoholic refreshment, break out into song. I honestly believed such a
scene had disappeared for ever; however Woodie Paul Armstrong
emailed us to let us know that it does still exist in pockets, one such
being right in the heart of London, along the Edgware Road, a stone’s
throw from Marble Arch. On the left along Connaught Street, you will
discover the 'Duke Of Kendal' where, on a Sunday evening from 830pm, the joint comes alive with songs from the days of the music
hall, and humorous monologues (as we remembered so fondly
recited by the late great Rick Hardy, skiffle and old time music hall
performer who offered us so much encouragement in our earliest
days).
If, like Paul, you know of some hidden gem that, despite the odds stacked against it, survives, let
us know. It does not have to be a pub, it can be anything that you feel deserves to be cherished, it
certainly does not have to be in London if a Woodie or two lives nearby; wherever it may be we
want to hear about it, perhaps it could become a regular feature? Who knows, from little acorns
etc.


The campaign for saving Denmark Street for future generations continues.
Sadly such a venture to save, not just for its history, not just for musicians of the
present day to have a space to meet, rehearse, purchase instruments and
perform but for generations yet to come, maybe even to perform, is not cheap.
Henry Scott-Irvine’s self-produced film 'Tin Pan Alley Tales' costs money to create, to market, and
attempting to save a piece of London from the corporate philistine vandals takes money. We can
all help in a small way, pledging just £10 or £20 to the cause, or maybe you have a piece of
Rock’n’Roll memorabilia from any moment in time over these past sixty years plus, or any number
of musicians, performers whom we are proud to say subscribe to this magazine, have performed
on any number of Tales From The Woods shows, may wish to donate an instrument,
memorabilia to this worthwhile cause. If you wish to contribute, please contact Henry direct at
www.SaveTPA.tk
On behalf of Henry and all involved in this campaign, thank you.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to British
Rock’n’Roll singer Danny Rivers who sadly lost his battle with terminal
cancer on July 28th.
Although we all knew that his days with us would not be long, it still
came as a shock that Danny suffered such a rapid decline, although thin
and frail and walking with the aid of a stick when he and Emily attended
a little soiree we had arranged for him at the Tales From The Woods
official meeting room, the private upstairs theatre bar of the Kings Head
pub in Marylebone central London, just a few short months ago upon
2nd June. It was a wonderful afternoon, Danny clearly enjoyed himself,
being with all his old friends again - Vince Eager, Mike Berry played their
guitars and sung, Chas Hodges brought along a keyboard, skiffle days
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were relived, voices from the crowded room such as Cliff Edmonds, Rockin’ Gerry and many more
were stepping up to the mike. The party was designed to cheer Danny up, so hopefully not having
to spend his final days at home in pain and depressed, it was surely a tonic for both Danny and
Emily, so much so it was agreed that another should be planned. A date was set for the afternoon
of 31st July at Soho’s Spice Of Life venue but sadly it would prove not to be. Not long after those
few hours of fun at the Kings Head, Danny would be taken to the Royal Free Hospital in
Hampstead where I would see him one final time. He died soon after 11.30 on the morning of 28th
July, barely 24 hours after being transferred to a hospice near his Cricklewood home.
(C) Chris Eley

His funeral was held on 11th August at Hampstead
cemetery, where the humble chapel was, for many,
standing room only, while others listened from outside the
open doors on this sun blessed summer day.

Such was the esteem that he was indeed held in was
proven a second time at the wake which was held on the
28th at Cricklewood Trades Hall Social Club. The Tales
From The Woods Band took the stage and, unrehearsed,
backed all the performers that took the stage, performing
in homage to Danny’s memory including his good friend of
many years and co-organizer of the event with yours truly,
Jon Longo, a Swinging Blue Jean or two, a former
member of the Fortunes, a latter day Pretty Thing, No1 hit
maker of 'Look For A Star' Garry Mills, and along the way came many more too including the
inimitable Rockin’ Gerry and Ed First.

Jon Longo, better known to me and many Woodies simply as Kevin, said of this hugely successful
evening that Danny, where rolling footage of him could be seen from all angles in the room, would
have been chuffed to bits with the occasion as I'm sure he was with us in spirit that evening. A
special thank you must go out to Kevin’s wife who provided us with such a wonderful buffet that
evening that was all home prepared.
It was a short while after TFTW’s hugely successful 'Skiffle 50' gig at the Water Rats located in an
area of central London known as Kings Cross that the idea was spawned between the late Rick
Hardy and I of promoting what, at the time, was intended as a one off tribute to the iconic birth
place of British Rock’n’Roll, the 2is Coffee Bar, Old Compton Street, Soho. Many hours of many
days were spent contacting artists and musicians by phone or email asking if they would like to
take part in this historical event. Despite it being decades in the past, most were eager to
participate in this celebration of an iconic venue where their long careers had begun. Some were a
little hesitant but, in the end, all happily agreed.
However there was a name I had neither a telephone contact nor indeed an email, that being
Danny Rivers. I was eventually provided an address, so one mid-autumn evening in 2006 I set off
to Cricklewood and, in no time at all I was standing at the door meekly ringing the bell. Soon a lady
appeared in the gap, who would soon become known to me as Emily, Danny’s wife of many years.
I explained that I was promoting a show the following January at London’s legendary 100 Club
along with the reasons for doing so and that I would very much like Danny to appear. Emily went
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off to search for her husband, returning after what seemed an age, and I was invited into the family
home. Danny by now was ready to greet me, changed into suitable attire and looking like a
Rock'n'Roller should. Over cups of coffee I told him of my plans and Danny, of course, could not
wait to participate. Upon leaving Cricklewood that day, satisfied I had secured a revered name
from Rock'n'Roll’s earliest days in this country, I had no idea what a crucial part this gentlemen
would play in Tales From The Woods’s development, an enthusiastic supporter from the start. As
I stated in Issue 92, he was there rooting for us from the beginning, through some rough patches
when the name conjured little respect, attending virtually all our events be it gigs, jam sessions
and parties, joining in on the fun, Danny has left behind a gap that is virtually impossible to fill.
Danny Rivers was born in Liverpool on 7th November 1942, David Lee Baker being his given
name. The family moved to West Hampstead north London in an attempt to escape the constant
bombing of this North West city which at the time was very much the pulsating industrial heart of
the UK. He attended Haverstock Primary School and then Grammar after successfully passing his
11 plus exam, so notorious in its day for dictating a child’s future even before his or her life had
barely begun. He joined the boy scouts around the same period, within a year or two to become a
'troop leader'. A boy in his troop was always tapping out a rhythm on tin cans or anything else that
may come to hand, and one day that boy would sit on the drum stool of the Shadows, his name
was Tony Meehan.
By his mid-teens however David had been well and truly bitten by the music bug, and it was the
phenomenon of Elvis Presley that would have the life changing effect. Forming a friendship with a
guitar playing lad together they formed a skiffle group playing local youth clubs, before moving on
and trying his luck in talent contests. His natural charisma and personality led to winning one such
event at the Top Rank ballroom at Finsbury Park, which led to a week’s booking at a holiday camp
in Filey, Yorkshire, by now calling himself 'Danny Rivers', a name taken from characters that Elvis
played in two of his earliest movies, from Danny Fisher in 'King Creole' and Deke Rivers in 'Loving
You'. It was here he met Chas Hodges, who became a life-long friend, who of-course in years to
follow would find fame as a member of Cliff Bennett’s Rebel-Rousers, Mike Berry's Outlaws and
stardom as part of cockney duo Chas and Dave.
It would be another talent contest he entered at Top Rank, Kilburn High Road that really set him
on the path to a career, for in the audience were two of the most influential characters of that
period, manager Larry Parnes and record producer Joe Meek. They immediately latched on to his
potential both in talent and looks; Parnes wanted to plant him on a show in the same way he had
previously done with Billy Fury by literally plucking him from stage door to a guest appearance on
a Marty Wilde show, but Danny was not prepared to do that. The year 1960 featured a hugely
successful tour which Parnes had promoted featuring American Rock’n’Roll giants Gene Vincent
and Eddie Cochran. Parnes drove him to a Manchester show, he stood in the wings mesmerized,
as he stated in an interview within the pages of this magazine which appeared in issue 84, as he
just could not believe how good they were, years ahead of anything that was happening in this
country at that time. After the show however Danny auditioned for Parnes backed by Marty Wilde’s
Wildcats.
Parental disapproval meant that he would not sign to Larry’s management, choosing to go with the
Cooper and Dawson agency. In retrospect he realised this was a mistake as they worked in
conjunction with Parnes anyway.
One of the very few people on the scene at that time who had a clue what Rock’n’Roll was all
about, was the legendary TV producer Jack Good who, after producing television’s first ever pop
magazine show for the BBC, Six Five Special, split for its then only rival, ITV and produced two
stunning Rock’n’Roll/pop shows. Firstly 'Oh Boy' that made stars out of Cliff Richard and Marty
Wilde amongst others, then the wonderful 'Boy Meets Girl' which brought many American artists to
these shores and our television screens including the aforementioned Gene Vincent, Eddie
Cochran, as well as Johnny Cash, Ronnie Hawkins and many more besides.
Good had another show in the pipeline called 'Wham' and he wanted Danny for it. Quite rightly
terrified to be in front of television cameras for the first time, he would soon gain plaudits along
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with invaluable experience. This led on to him being the opening act for the next big American
package show, featuring Johnny Burnette (using Danny’s words “that guy really knew how to party
so to die so young was no surprise”), Gene McDaniels, whom Danny watched nightly with the
proverbial hairs on the back of his neck sensation as he sang 'Another Tear Falls' and Gary US
Bonds who was riding high on the coattails of hits ‘Quarter To Three’ and ‘New Orleans’.
Package tours followed featuring all British acts such as Billy Fury, Johnny Kidd and The Pirates,
Dave Sampson. The success of his second release 'Can’t You Hear My Heart' which hung around
the lower region of the pop charts led to him being offered dates in Norway and the accolade of
being the first ever Rock’n’Roll singer to tour north of the arctic circle. Despite the modest success
of 'Heart' further releases failed to chart, despite (in the opinion of many) far superior cuts such as
‘My Baby Gone Away’ and ‘Movin’ In’.
By 1964 with the arrival of Beatles and all the Liverpool groups and the London Rhythm and Blues
scene trail blazed by the Rolling Stones, Danny felt that the game was up, returning to normal life,
working in his step father’s 'DIY' business and later as a London cab driver. It was not through lack
of talent that he was not able to survive in the music business, no doubt a combination of many
things, although yet again the lack of vision, intelligence and understanding of those that control
the music industry then as now must share the bulk of the blame.
Come the 1990s John Repsch, biographer of Joe Meek, came a knocking to say he was putting
on a show at Lewisham Odeon celebrating artists that had been recorded by the tragically
disturbed Meek. Danny once again was treading the boards, followed by appearances in Liverpool
for the 'Billy Fury' society, then come 2006 when Tales From The Woods literally knocked upon
his door. The full 2014 interview I conducted with Danny Rivers can be found on our YouTube
channel or you can read it in issue 84 by simply going on to our website and following the link for
back issues.
A CD is now available containing all Danny Rivers’ recordings as well as a number of bonus tracks
recorded live at his 70th birthday party back in 2012 held at The Castle Pub and Venue near
Golders Green London. Tales From The Woods receives kind references in the sleeve notes
written by Vince Eager, photos too of our gig at the 100 Club and with TFTW Band guitarist John
Spencely at the Empire Theatre, Halstead, Essex in 2010. All proceeds from this CD go to his wife
Emily, so to obtain a copy please contact Vince direct via email at info@vinceeager.co.uk Folk
who receive hard copies of this magazine please feel free to give me a call on 020 8460 6941, and
I will explain how to obtain a copy.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to
singer, musician, sound scientist Emile Ford who died 11th April
aged 78.
Emile Ford topped the charts in the UK for six weeks from
December 1959 through to late January 1960 with his famous
rendition of a song which first saw the light of day half way
through the first world war (1916), "What Do You Want To Make
Those Eyes At Me For". The following year I would witness Emile
Ford in action upon the stage of East Ham Granada as support
act to Gene Vincent performing one of the wildest impassioned shows I saw him do over the
dozen times I would see him, no doubt helped by his British backing band of that period, Sounds
Incorporated. Also on the bill that memorable evening all those decades ago was Rory Blackwell
and the Blackjacks. What this Vincent freak kid, barely out of school, did not guess was that Emile
was using his own PA system as opposed to the inferior in-house, which was transported from gig
to gig in a tour bus that also housed his backing band The Checkmates along with a trio of girl
backing singers, the Fordettes. A man of forward thinking to say the least, he also surrounded
himself with some of the best musicians around at the time. Loyal Woodie and good friend of
Tales From The Woods for as long as we have been in existence, drummer Raye Duval was a
latter day Checkmate, and to this day leads a latter day incarnation for the occasional show,
including our own events.
Fast forward decades too many in number, and I attempted to seek out Emile Ford for a 2is
Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show. Often I have encountered deliberate misleading
information from folks both inside and outside the business regarding artists I want to approach for
a show, but as far as Ford was concerned it was indeed exceptionally contradictory, one story
being he was blind, suffering from dementia living in abject poverty in a council flat in the Elephant
and Castle) a particularly deprived inner city area of London for the benefit of our readers outside
of the UK) or that he was a hugely successful businessman living in the Caribbean through many
decades of creating futuristic sound systems with no interest in ever treading the boards.
Obviously the latter story being closer to the truth, whether or not the possibility of appearing on a
TFTW show sadly can now never be realised.
Born Michael Emile Telford Miller, 16th October 1937 in St Lucia, to an eminent local family, his
father Frederick a politician rising to the position in government of Minister of Health, mother
Madge Murray a professional opera singer who sang and was widely known throughout the
Caribbean, her father founded the St Lucia philharmonic orchestra. In 1954 the 17 year old along
with his two elder sisters moved to London, soon to be studying electrical engineering at a
polytechnic college in Tottenham, north London, which would steer him well in later years. Already
a proficient musician on guitar, piano, violin, drums by
the time he boarded the skiffle band-wagon forming his
first group, entering a talent contest at a Soho fair which
they won with considerable ease, the not unsubstantial
first prize being a recording contract with Pye records.
Overnight stardom ensued when "What Do You Want
To Make Those Eyes At Me For?" with "Don't Tell Me
Your Troubles" on the B side went to the coveted No 1
in the charts. For the next couple of years Emile and
the Checkmates were on a roll with hits "Slow Boat To
China", "You Never Know What You’re Missing", "Them
There Eyes", "Counting Teardrops" and appearing more than once on television’s premier variety
show ‘Sunday Night At The London Palladium' along with the pivotal pop/Rock’n’Roll show ‘Oh
Boy’ and as part of touring packages throughout the UK with Bobby Darin, Duane Eddy, Everly
Brothers as well as the aforementioned Gene Vincent.
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1963 would see Ford headlining his own show with the Beatles as a support act. Always an
intelligent and shrewd businessman, he sensed the game was up, he split from the Checkmates to
pursue a solo career, moving in to the cabaret circuit and, although not seeing too much chart
action, he remained a popular draw throughout the remainder of the decade, before preferring to
design and build sound systems in his adopted UK before moving to Sweden then later to
Barbados where he built and owned his own recording studio.

As we mature, our formative years tend to take on more and more significance as we reflect on
what was, what wasn’t, or what might have been. When you’ve experienced, or witnessed lady
luck’s darker side, you tend to draw on the positives in order to make your memories more
enjoyable. One such positive for me was David Baker, better known to music lovers and
colleagues, as Danny Rivers, the reasoning behind David changing his identity being his growing
admiration for the new American teenage rage, Elvis Presley. A combination of Danny’s own dark
sultry looks and Presley style voice made him a natural for the Rock’n’Roll scene and his decision
to combine two of Elvis’s starring movie roles, namely Danny Fisher from “King Creole” and Deke
Rivers from “Loving You”, completed the Rock’n’Roll image.
Shortly after Danny’s birth in Liverpool on 24th January 1942, his family uprooted and moved to
West Hampstead in Greater London. The constant bombing by the German Luftwaffe, who where
paying regular but not welcome visits to his Liverpool neighbourhood, prompted Danny’s
comment, “At least if we’d been bombed in West Hampstead there was a better class of
cemetery”. This was typical of Danny’s, at times, dark sense of humour and his carefree attitude to
life, and eventually, death.
Danny’s brush with stardom, having been spotted in a talent contest by 1950’s Rock’n’Roll
impresario Larry Parnes and independent record producer Joe Meek, and to be offered contract
deals from them he couldn’t resist, but his father could, and did, and wouldn’t sign until they
proved their offers were honourable.
During the probationary period Danny enjoyed success with his second record “Can’t You Hear
My Heart” and successful appearances on the Jack Good TV show “Wham”, as did many of his
contemporaries. However, Danny discovered the emergence of groups such as the Beatles in
1963 sounded the death knell for many solo performers and he retired graciously, initially taking
up a position working alongside his father in his DIY shop. Eventually Danny took the “Knowledge
Test” to qualify as a London black cab driver, and he also took a wife when he married his
beautiful fiancée Emily.
A chance meeting many years later with
singer Cliff Bennett was fortuitous in that
Danny’s name was once again on the lips
of promoters such as Keith Woods. This
prompted Keith to bring Danny out of his
showbiz hibernation and include him in
various shows such as the 2i’s revival
productions where he became an
immediate hit and integral to their
continuing success.
When ill health took a hold of Danny it
wasn’t
long
before
his
condition
deteriorated and he and Emily were
informed of its seriousness. This prompted

Vince, Mike, Danny and Chas (C) Vince Eager
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Keith Woods and TFTW members to organise a soiree for Danny late one afternoon in the upstairs
bar of the West End pub “The King’s Head”. The event was held on June 2nd 2016, and proved to
be of much more significance than we had originally anticipated.
The waiting friends and fans greeted Danny’s arrival with nervous anticipation. Was he fully aware
of his condition? Did he know his illness was terminal? Was he fit enough to be there? These were
just a few of the concerns we were experiencing. Having spoken to Danny on the phone a few
days earlier, and knowing what an amazing sense of humour he had, I felt that at some stage he
would surprise many by his stoical demeanour.
And so it was to be. To the strains of Chas Hodges on keys and vocals, ably assisted by Mike
Berry on guitar and vocals, the tension evaporated and all were thrilled to see Danny, often
smiling, as he greeted his many well-wishers who’d turned up. Once the initial nervousness
surrounding his arrival had subsided the soiree took on a much more relaxed atmosphere and
perhaps the biggest giveaway of Danny’s condition was his non-alcoholic drink.
Anticipating, and hoping for a longish chat with
Danny, I saved him a seat next to me. On
sitting down his first sentence was, “I know I’m
dying Vince, but I don’t want to know how long
I’ve got. I’ve told Emily not to tell me as I know
it will happen sooner rather than later”. It was
tough for me to take. I’d been through so many
escapades and adventures with Danny in our
formative years that I’d always considered him
as a bit of a “Teflon Kid”.
In the 1960s, Danny, co-conspirator Michael
Cox of “Angela Jones” fame and I, had been
nick-named the “Three Musketeers” by our
Even in his darkest hour Danny couldn't stop goofing around
(C) Vince Eager
agent George Cooper due to our always
sticking together. Our three months of living
together during a summer season in the Isle of Man in 1962 at the Crescent Pavilion was always a
memory springboard. I had spoken to Michael, who’s now domiciled in New Zealand, the day
before the soiree and as usual we bounced stories of each other re our Musketeering days both
on the road and during our season of Manx mayhem!
I’ve written extensively about our escapades, and central to most were Danny’s sense of humour
and mischief. I don’t recall him ever having called anyone, other than the Isle of Man copper who
shopped him for being over the limit whilst driving his brand new Mini Cooper around the Isle of
Man TT course on his way home to our rented bungalow. Having his left arm around a young lady,
eating fish and chips from his lap, clutching a bottle of Yate’s wine in his right hand and steering
with his knees all at the same time seemed a natural thing to do for Danny, but he hadn’t
accounted for his knees slipping off the driving wheel as he approached Quarter Bridge. The
immediate reaction of Michael Cox and I, who were following, was to throw all the accumulated
empty Yate’s wine bottles from the back seat of Danny’s Mini Cooper over the parapet to avoid
them being discovered by the police. Unfortunately the police must have followed the scent of the
crushed grape, located the empty bottles on the parapet embankment and issued Danny with the
appropriate invitation to attend the Douglas magistrate’s court at a later date.
Memories such as this will remain with me forever, and I feel privileged to be one of the many who
counted Danny Rivers not only as a source of some of the finest entertainment on the stage, but
also off it.
Dedicated to Danny’s wife Emily.
Vince Eager
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I think everyone has a Danny Rivers story; most of us will, no doubt, have several. For instance, I
spent a very cold night being mistaken for a homeless man at Waterloo Station entirely due to him.
Well my fault really, but Danny should take at least a share of
the blame too.
Prior to my finding Tales From The Woods, I was a huge fan of
Danny; I always felt that the 45s he made had stood amongst
the best British recordings of the early ‘60s and as I'd not really
read anything about him to date, there was a degree of mystery
about the guy on the records. I met him very much by accident
as I was stood next to him, watching Dave Sampson at the first
TFTW Rock and Roll show. We got talking and I told him, much to
his amusement, that I was looking forward to watching Danny
(C) Tony Annis
Rivers. “I wouldn't bother, he's rubbish” he said - then he stuck
out his hand and introduced himself. As it turned out, Danny was
anything but rubbish but I was surprised he didn't do any of his
songs. He later told me that no one he played with ever really sat
down and learned them; that was the moment I decided that I ought
to pick up the guitar again.
Over the following years I got to play guitar behind Danny on many
occasions; he was never less than great and we got to play things
like 'Movin' In', 'I Got', ‘My Baby's Gone Away' and, of course 'Can't
You Hear My Heart'. I don't know if it made him as happy to do them
as it made me, but I think it did. We also spent a fair bit of time just
jamming through songs. He loved Rock’n’Roll and his recall for
lyrics was staggering. One night, after a small TFTW show near
London Bridge, Danny, Kevin Blackmore and myself started a jam
session involving anyone who hadn't left the venue. “'One last song”
was followed by another “last song” and I remember thinking “I'm
Danny, Joe Meek Special 2014
(C) Paul; Harris
going to miss the bloody train back to Guildford”. Danny decided at
that point to go through the Elvis songbook -which he was rather
good at... I got to Waterloo Station an hour after the last train had gone and spent the night
huddled just next to platform 14. I woke up a little after five and found I'd made a staggering £3.26
from the passengers who gave money to 'the unfortunate'. However, I was anything but
unfortunate that night. I got to jam with my musical hero, who really was a great man.
God speed, Danny - thanks for being a mate.
John Spencely

























AMERICAN MUSICAL LEGEND STANLEY “BUCKWHEAT” DURAL, JR.
NOVEMBER 14, 1947 – SEPTEMBER 24, 2016 (with thanks to Alligator Records)
American musical legend Stanley “Buckwheat” Dural, Jr. - leader of the band Buckwheat Zydeco died on September 24, 2016 of lung cancer at Our Lady of Lourdes Regional Medical Center in
Lafayette, Louisiana. The Grammy and Emmy winning artist was the preeminent ambassador of
Louisiana zydeco music. NPR’s Weekend Edition called him "the go-to guy for zydeco music...a
master of accordion and organ." Buckwheat played with everyone from Eric Clapton and U2 to
Robert Plant and The Boston Pops.
Stanley “Buckwheat” Dural, Jr. was born in Lafayette, LA on November 14, 1947. He acquired his
nickname because, with his braided hair, he looked like Buckwheat from The Little Rascals. His
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father was an accomplished, non-professional traditional Creole accordion player, but young
Buckwheat preferred listening to and playing
R&B. He became proficient at the organ,
New Orleans JazzFest,
and by the late 1950s was backing Joe Tex,
2006 © Paul Harris
Clarence “Gatemouth” Brown and many
others. In 1971, he formed Buckwheat and
The Hitchhikers, a 15-piece funk and soul
band. They were a local sensation and
found success with the single, “It’s Hard To
Get,” recorded for a local Louisiana-based
label. Never a traditional zydeco fan when
growing
up,
Buckwheat
nonetheless
accepted an invitation in 1976 to join Clifton
Chenier’s Red Hot Louisiana Band as
organist. He quickly discovered the joy and
power of zydeco music, and marvelled at
the effect the music had on the audience.
“Everywhere, people young and old just
loved zydeco music,” Buckwheat said. “I had
so much fun playing that first night with Clifton. We played for four hours and I wasn’t ready to
quit.”
Buckwheat’s relationship with the legendary Chenier led him to take up the accordion in 1978.
After woodshedding for a year, he felt ready to start his own band under the name Buckwheat
Zydeco, and began his recording career with the small Blues Unlimited label. By the mid-1980s
there were more offers to perform than he could possibly accept. Recordings for Black Top and
Rounder followed before Buckwheat befriended New York-based journalist Ted Fox, who
championed Buckwheat to Chris Blackwell at Island Records in 1986. Buckwheat Zydeco signed a
five-record deal and Fox became and remained his manager and frequent producer. The success
of these records kept Buckwheat Zydeco on the road and in constant demand.
In 1988, Eric Clapton invited the band to open his North American tour as well as his 12-night
stand at London’s Royal Albert Hall. As even more doors opened, Buckwheat found himself
sharing stages and/or recording with Keith Richards, Robert Plant, Willie Nelson, Mavis Staples,
David Hidalgo, Dwight Yoakam, Paul Simon, Ry Cooder and many others, including indie music
stalwarts Yo La Tengo on the soundtrack to the Bob Dylan bio-pic, I’m Not There. His music has
been featured in films ranging from The Waterboy, The Big Easy, Fletch Lives and Hard Target.
BET’s Comic View used his live version of What You Gonna Do? as theme music for the
program’s 10th anniversary “Pardi Gras” season. He co-wrote and performed the theme song for
the PBS television series Pierre Franey’s Cooking In America. Buckwheat won an Emmy for his
music in the CBS TV movie, Pistol Pete: The Life And Times Of Pete Maravich. Buckwheat
Zydeco played every major music festival in the world, including the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage
Festival (numerous times), Newport Folk Festival, Summerfest, San Diego Street Scene,
Bumbershoot, Montreux Jazz Festival and countless others.
During the 1990s and 2000s Buckwheat recorded for his own Tomorrow Recordings label and
maintained an extensive touring schedule. Along with his remarkably talented band, he brought his
music to fans all over the world. In 2009 he released the Grammy Award winning Lay Your Burden
Down on Alligator Records. Since then, Buckwheat Zydeco continued to tour and share their
music with fans around the world.
Stanley “Buckwheat” Dural, Jr. is survived by his wife Bernite Dural and their daughter Tomorrow
Lynn Dural; sons Sir Reginald M. Dural (who played rubboard and keyboards in his band) and
Stanley Paul Dural III, daughters April Germain Dural, and Stacie Durham.
Alligator Records
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Booking The Big Beat Since Johnny Burnette Was In The Charts
Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - Matchbox
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & The
Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.
By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si Cranstoun.
From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.
From Germany: formally The Lennerockers now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of The
International Bop Crop and the Coolest of Cool.

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT
Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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GUY DAVIS
the Connaught Studio, Worthing, 18th August 2016
Youthful looking Guy Davis is not as well-known as he should be – he is brilliant! It was not until he
was a teenager that he discovered the blues which he grasped eagerly and shared this
enthusiasm with acting.
© Paul Harris

Guy plays guitar in finger-picking style employing a thumb
pick with thimble picks on his adjoining three fingers. When
appropriate he uses a bottle neck on his electric guitar. He
also plays acoustic guitar and harmonica, usually using a
rack. His voice has a rough texture, suitably tempered for the
more gentle numbers. His material included ‘oldies’ such as
Howlin’ Wolf’s ‘Little Red Rooster’ and Blind Lemon
Jefferson’s ‘Matchbox Blues’, together with more recent
compositions (including many
© Paul Harris
self-written
songs)
which
appear on his latest album
‘Kokomo
Kidd’,
another
number given an outing.

In his one-man show which
lasted for more than ninety minutes, one of the many highlights was
a recreation of Sonny Terry’s appearance in the 1947 Broadway
stage show ‘Finian’s Rainbow’ where Sonny performed ‘Did You
See My Baby’. Guy, who played the same part on Broadway in
2009 and 2010, stood at the
© Paul Harris
microphone with harmonica in
hand and reproduced the
authentic Sonny Terry sound
intertwining
whoops
and
hollers with harmonica blasts and foot stomping whilst
including humorous body movements. This was a real tourde-force and is well worth watching on YouTube.
I will quote part of a review I found online. “Davis is a
national treasure – a tremendous talent and performer of
the highest order. The night was a blessing for those
fortunate enough to have experienced this world class
musician in such an intimate setting”. It was just the same in
Worthing!
Paul Harris
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I was 9 years old when I won a Bible at the local Salvation Army Sunday school. There was a
scheme whereby you would be presented with one, if you agreed to memorize about 10/15 verses
of the Holy Book and recite them to an officer (mine prompted me a few times).
It was a very impressive book; black, with my name and dedication in imitation gold print. It
announced that I had memorized a section of the Scriptures. It impressed some of my
schoolchums at the “Religious Knowledge” class, which was a compulsory part of the curriculum
at Prescot Grammar School.
In the morning there was an assembly, when the whole school sang hymns and thanked God for
something (the fact that we had all passed the 11-Plus? Was God vain? Surely, He must be tired
of all this fulsome flattery.)
Shortly after, I saw the light. I became an atheist. I was tormented by doubt and desperate
disbelief. Who could answer the difficult questions that I asked myself? The Pope? The
Archbishop of Canterbury? The Grand Mufti of Jerusalem? The Rev. Joe Bloggs? The Dalai
Lama? Some Eastern mystic? Some scientist? Some philosopher? Those were the questions.
And here are some of the “answers” I received from Christians (with my comments).
1.
Read the Bible. (I had, but found no answer.) Most of the Christians I met seemed not to
have heard of the saying: ”The Devil can quote scripture unto his purpose.”
The Bible was translated into English in 1611. If it is so important as a guide to morality and
religious truth, how did all the believers before 1611 know how to behave and what to believe?
And if they did, the Bible is not necessary.
2.
Have faith. Faith can move mountains. (No it can't but dynamite can!) I pointed out that no
one in history had more “faith” than Adolf Hitler, with all its evil consequences. I came to the
cynical conclusion that when Christians talk about faith, they mean: “The ability to believe in things
you know to be untrue.”)
3.
If you have problems or worries, pray to God or Jesus or some Saint. (Why? They know
everything, including why we are praying to them. Also, as they love us, they do not want us to
suffer so they will stop anything bad happening to us, without our intercession, as they did when
the victims of the Holocaust prayed to them in their agony.)
4.
Christians talk glibly about the “power of prayer.” (If that worked, then we wouldn't need the
NHS. I remind them of the “power of self-delusion.”)
5.
Martin Luther King and many other Christians were fond of saying: “I just want to do God's
will.” (Why can't God do His own will Himself? The lazy bastard! And how can Christians be sure
what God's will is? Is cancer his will? It must be, since he lets it happen and he inflicts it on the
nicest people. And if He does, He is not worth believing in, anyway.)
6.
Without religion, we wouldn't have sublime, artistic geniuses like Michelangelo, Donatello,
Leonardo da Vinci, and beautiful paintings like “The Last Supper” and superb sculpture and
wonderful churches and cathedrals. (These artists would still have been artistic geniuses even if
there had been no Church to employ them. They chose religious themes because the Church was
their employer.)
7.
Don't worry about the state of this world. God/Jesus/the Virgin Mary/the Holy Ghost will sort
it out after we die. (Why don't these beings sort it out now and create a perfect world, free from
suffering and sorrow? One advantage of that would be that there wouldn't be any non-believers,
like me. )
8.
God made us in His image. (No, He didn't. We made Him in our image!).
Anthropomorphism is the curse of Homo Sapiens. Curious, isn't it, that He forgot to tell the rest of
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the animal kingdom how important we are? Every creature on this earth persists in treating us as if
we were just another animal, like them. And we are. Not divine. Or uniquely favoured.
9.
Einstein believed in God and he was one of the cleverest men who ever lived. (No,
although he did say “God does not play at dice”, he did not mean what Christians mean by “God” he meant Nature and the workings of the Universe. How do I know this? Because he also said;” I
do not believe in a personal God; that is, a God who concerns himself with the activities of human
beings. If (notice the “if”) I believe in God, it is the God of Spinoza...” Christians never quote this
passage, for obvious reasons!)
10.
Christ died on the Cross for us. To me, this is an unbelievably cruel and stupid idea. Why
would an omnipotent God need to allow His only son to be crucified for some alleged benefit to us
human beings? Christians think that this action is praiseworthy! Yet the same people would rush to
telephone the police if they saw any father treating his son with such callous cruelty.
I am coming to the end of this discussion. Dave Allen, the great Irish humourist, wit, and raconteur,
used to wind up his show by saying to the audience (and the viewers): “May your God go with
you.”
I cannot say that because I do not believe in God, in any way, shape, or form.
Instead, I'll end by quoting Swinburne:
...For the glass of the years is brittle,
Wherein we gaze for a span.
A little breath, for a little,
Bears up this corpse that is Man.
So long I endure, no longer,
And laugh not again, neither weep,
For there is no God found stronger than Death
And Death is a sleep.

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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A mounting number
High flying Saatchi and Saatchi cutie Kate
Stanners must learn that her role as
"Global Chief Creative Officer" was won by
tokenism rather than talent if she can't tell
the difference between number and
amount.
Reacting to a sexism row over comments
made by Kevin Roberts, chairman of the
advertising agency, she was quoted as
saying "a huge amount of employees" had
been upset by his remarks, a garbling of
the language not worthy of a GCSE "O" level
student.
If you can count them, then it's a huge
number. If not, it's a huge amount.
Junior copywriters, not to mention interns, have lost their jobs for more minor errors, and for
someone with such a grandiose title to make such a faux pas suggests further education might be
necessary for the sweetie.
Of course, there are circumstances when you might describe a lot of people as an amount. That
comes with the Karl Marx mind-set which identifies a Lumpenproleteriat on the bottom rung of
society.
Kate might feel similarly about those Saatchi employees who are not at the top of the tree, at
which point is she not only grammatically right, but has an attitude far more despicable than the
scapegoated Kevin Roberts.
Bear in mind he did not say ALL female employees give the top job a swerve, just some, so I've had
experiences I'd like to share that will have the sisterhood chewing the carpet.
Why do some females with whom I've worked feel the need to f*ck the boss? Let's take just one
example.
An attractive teenager who worked below stairs at a newspaper caught the eye of the editorial
floor, and she was courted by two staffers, and the editor. One of the staffers got lucky, as did the
editor.
So the editor decided to make her his deputy despite the fact she was not a journalist, to the
obvious dismay of the rest of the hacks.
Soon enough, he was sacked, for a variety of reasons including this one. So do you think his
deputy applied for other deputy editor, or, indeed, editor's jobs? No, she was one of those females
who walked away from a top job, one of those identified by Kevin Roberts, although he would not
have the guts to explain this scenario if he'd been aware of it.
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Julia Bradbury has built up a reputation as an enthusiastic walker and
passionate lover of the English countryside, in such TV shows as
“Wainwright Walks” and “Country File”. This book is a collection of
“Britain's Best Walks with a view”, as she puts it. It is based on a
series filmed for ITV.
She writes: "Walking always throws up new experiences – it's never
just a walk". Her new experiences include meeting llamas(!), an
archaeographer (someone who specializes in reconstruction
drawings for professional archaeology publications), a female
blacksmith and a Japanese restaurateur, who specializes in 6-course
traditional Japanese meals delivered to local residents (makes a
change from pizzas).
She also meets world-famous walker and adventurer, Sir Chris
Bonington, and a champion fell runner (256 miles in less than three
days – in the dark!)
Each chapter ends with a “Walker's Guide” - where to stay, where to eat, what to see, what to do.
Throw in maps, a potted history of the places she visits, personal reminiscences, humour and
some lovely colour photos and you have a book that even the armchair walker (well, it's got
wheels, hasn't it?) will love.
(Julia is also President of the Camping and Caravanning Club – the only female President, ever.)

Be honest: what does the name “Shakespeare” mean to you?
Boredom? Unpleasant memories of your schooldays? Guiltiness: “I
should know more about this man; the greatest writer in the world” but I
am reluctant to read him or about him?”
I found this book in a charity shop and it was the name ”Bill Bryson”
that made me buy it. His name on the cover is much bigger than
Shakespeare's (if it wasn't, it wouldn't sell!)
I've spoken about Bryson before : he has an amazing talent for making
anything interesting – even Shakespeare!
In just 195 pages he tells us what is known about the man and also
gives us an impressive amount of information on the 16th Century
(plagues and all!); also the misguided attempts of lots of people who
think he was someone else. Among them were J. Thomas Looney,
Sherwood Silliman and George M. Battey!
If you can force yourself to read just one book on Shakespeare, this is
it.
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Scott Hamilton Quartet at Pizza Express, 29 August 2016
It may be that some styles of music never go
away, but it is true that they do experience their
troughs as some of their major practitioners die
or change their coats. Mainstream jazz was
going through one such valley during the 1970s
when a number of young musicians, who had
immersed themselves in the genre, emerged to
take the music forward. One such artist who
was heralded by critics and fans alike was the
tenor saxophonist Scott Hamilton.
He was born in Providence, Rhode Island, and
when he was aged twenty-two in 1976 he
headed for New York, where he came under the guidance of the great Roy Eldridge. There were
still some stars of the genre around, and he had the opportunity to perform with the likes of Benny
Carter, Benny Goodman, Hank Jones, and Woody Herman.
Early criticism that his playing was derivative of Ben Webster soon dissipated as his style evolved
and he developed his own individual voice. He remains a popular visitor to this country, and his
regular residencies at the Pizza Express, Soho since the seventies (often twice a year) are
invariably sold out.
As ever, he was joined for the evening by a British rhythm section. Dave Green, a highlyregarded jazz bassist and a member of Scott Hamilton’s group for over twenty years, started out
playing skiffle and in the bands of his school-friend Charlie Watts. An associate for a mere sixteen
years was pianist John Pearce, whose playing, as befitting someone who has spent a good part
of his career backing singers such as Anita O’Day, Peggy Lee and Annie Ross, was intelligent and
thoughtful. Also a member for sixteen years was Steve Brown, that swingiest of drummers and a
go-to guy for the likes of Barry Harris and Junior Mance.
Inevitably the choice of tunes, which covered every decade from the twenties to the sixties, came
mostly from the ‘Great American Songbook’, as they as they have proved over many years that
they lend themselves so readily to jazz improvisation.
While there were the up-tempo numbers in the shape of Just In Time and Sweet Georgia Brown, it
was the ballads that held sway with the sumptuous playing of the leader and intelligent
contributions by each of the rhythm section. The relaxed rapport that comes from such a long time
in each other’s musical company was in evidence throughout.
Highlights abounded and in the first set included Hoagy Carmichael’s
Skylark, a tune he had written for a proposed musical about his deceased
friend Bix Beiderbecke, and Love Letters (music composed by Victor
Young), which delighted in its unusual bossa nova interpretation. Among
the contenders in the second set were Tenderly, commonly associated with
Sarah Vaughan, and Key Largo, a Benny Carter composition first recorded in the same year that
the film of the same name was released.
But after two hours of listening to jazz of the highest order, and careful reflection with a mellow
Jack Daniel’s after arriving home, the top spot went to Duke Ellington’s appositely named Tonight I
Shall Sleep With A Smile On My Face. And so I did.
Dave Carroll
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Dear Sister Rosa…
Dear Sister,
I find myself alone after a busy life of work, travel and amassing a
fine collection of early rhythm and blues records and some
unparalleled roots memorabilia. It is my intention to look for a
partner to share my knowledge and enthusiasm.
Without boasting I cut quite a dash in my drape and get many
admiring glances. Naturally my waist size has changed a bit due to my love of ale but I still
retain some of my hair and I only really need my stick when the gradient is against me. In
addition I do not relish spending my declining years without the support of someone to care
and look after me.
Am I being unrealistic?
Lonely Woodie
Sister Rosa replies:-Dear Lonely Woodie.
Have you really thought this through? Living on your own is a privilege - with you unhampered by
the needs and wishes of another person. Your new partner may well come with his/her own
interests and valued collection/s. Consider having to accommodate the paraphernalia of - for
example - a sewing enthusiast with your home littered with a sewing machine, fabrics, patterns
and a tailor's dummy.
You may also find a prospective partner looking forward to care and nurture from you in their
declining years. Ask your friends who are married or living with a partner if they feel their lives are
better or worse for this fact. They may even tell you that they envy your freedom, carefree lifestyle
and uncluttered bathroom.
Regarding latter life care there is a sector that may be able to meet all your needs. In certain
countries - even more economically challenged than ours - there are ladies specially raised to
pander to your every whim. Your physique and clothes will be admired, your collection praised and
your care assured.
Of course this is essentially a paid arrangement with monies sent home to support the family.
Surprisingly among men this is a popular choice. A paid service removes the difficult area of
emotion and commitment that men often cannot handle and gives them some control.
If after serious consideration you still feel the need for a partner I can help you with the techniques
associated with finding the right person.
I hope I have pointed you in the right direction and eagerly await your decision.
Best wishes,

Sister Rosa Thorpe
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The door opened and my friend, Jimmy, who is an inveterate leg-puller, came in. He announced,
to my consternation: “Have you heard? Pam Ayres is to be the next Poet Laureate!” A joke of
course, but it was a few seconds before I realized that he was having me on.
This article is about Poetry. Real poetry, not Pam Ayres' amusing and unpretentious little verse.
There is space only to mention some of the poems that have influenced me in so many ways and
only a few are quoted in full. My father was a great poetry-lover and it was he who first introduced
me to “The Rubaiyat (or Rubberyacht) of Omar Khayyam”. I still think it is one of the best long
poems in the English language.
I have only ever written two poems in my life and have no intention of inflicting them on you (even
though one of them was published in a national anthology. My sister dismissed it as “morbid.”)
My favourite poem? “Kubla Khan” by Coleridge. Most poetry-lovers know the famous story of how,
when he was composing this masterpiece, he was interrupted by a boy from Porlock. When he
returned to the poem ('tis said) he'd forgotten the lines he had had in his head (re-read that
sentence and you'll find that it's poetry!! I'm a poet and didn't know it!) The impression is given that
“Kubla Khan” is an unfinished poem.
Rubbish! The last few magical lines, as published, do end the poem, as no others could:
Weave a circle round him thrice
And close your eyes with holy dread
For he on honeydew hath fed
And drunk the milk of paradise.
Shelley's “Ozymandias” is a haunting epitaph on the futility of fame and power. The king who
exhorts: “My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings. Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!”
ends up as a ruined statue in the desert. “Nothing of him remains. Around the decay of that
colossal wreck, boundless and bare, the lone and level sands stretch far away.”
The most popular poem of all? “If” by Rudyard Kipling. There could not be a bigger contrast
between this and “Kubla Khan” One is high in the sky; the other is down-to- earth. One is like a
magic spell, the other is an epigrammatic list of advice.
“Cargoes” by John Masefield. Another vivid, descriptive piece and a perennial favourite.
I haven't mentioned Shakespeare! I must admit that I don't like the plays but I love the poetry.
Here is an amusing memory of the time my English teacher was taking us through “The Merchant
of Venice” and came to the scene where Portia and her maid dress up in men's clothes and Portia
says: “so well that they shall think we are accomplished with what we lack.”
The master asked whether we understood this line. We all looked uncertain. He looked around,
furtively, dropped his voice and said: “Well, if you promise to be quiet, I'll tell you what she meant.
She's saying that their disguise will be so good that people will think they've got BALLS!”
For a few seconds, there was dead silence. Then the class erupted in an explosion of laughter and
disbelief; so loud that I thought the roof would cave in! Remember, this was the early 1950s when
you never heard words like that from any educated person, particularly a teacher. I suppose it was
only poetic justice that, not long afterwards, he was hit by a cricket ball in the balls! He was off ill
for quite a long time.
Another time, he was reading a poem by Elizabeth Barrett Browning, which contained the line:
“What was he doing, the great God Pan, down in the reeds by the river?” He paused, as a chorus
of sniggers came from the class. They had all found an answer to this question and it was not
quite what Mrs Browning had in mind!
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Yet another time, he was reading Tennyson's “Maud” and giving examples from it of “the pathetic
fallacy” - the attribution of human emotions to inanimate objects. He came to the line: “for I heard
your rivulet fall.” You can imagine the reaction of a classful of grubby-minded schoolboys to that!
“Went the day well?
We died and never knew.
But well, or ill,
Freedom, we died for you.”
Indelibly associated with a great Ealing film, describing a successful invasion of England by the
Germans in 1940 which, thankfully, never happened. The lines were, in fact, written in 1918 by a
classical scholar but apply to both World Wars.
“Do not stand at my grave and weep.
I am not there, I do not sleep.”
This poem was once attributed to “Anon.” but we now know it was written by Mary Elizabeth Frye
in the 1920s (the only poem she wrote). A very popular piece – so popular, you will see it often on
“With Sympathy” cards.
“So many Gods, so many creeds,
So many paths that wind and wind,
When just the art of being kind,
Is all this sad world needs.”
by the American poet, Ella Wheeler Wilcox. As a lifelong atheist, I agree with the views expressed
in this poem and the previous one.
“Jabberwocky” by Lewis Carroll. A unique, surreal, fantastical poem
(what foreigners make of it, I cannot imagine!). You would think that
this could not possibly be parodied, wouldn't you? But it has been.
There is a poem called “Grabberwocky,” satirising the Nazis. It is
extremely clever, as the first verse will demonstrate:”'
Twas Danzig and the Swastikoves,
Did goer and goebbel in the Reich,
All Nazi were the lindengroves,
And the Neuraths Julestreich.”
And now, the kind of “poetry” that gives “poetry” a bad name, written by
people who haven't the faintest idea of how it is constructed.
“Sentimental doggerel” would describe most of it. The “Liverpool Echo”
prints loads of this stuff, sent in by its readers. 99% of their efforts are
dire. I find it extremely depressing that in this era of free education for
all, the Internet etc. such travesties are published at all. Why disseminate ignorance?
I would emphasize that I am not criticising the verse that appears in obituary columns. I have no
right to do so. They are sincere expressions of personal sorrow in response to bereavement.
I will end on a Rock’n’Roll note. When the VRRAS was doing well (in the late 19th century) I
decided that we needed to have professionally designed and printed, headed paper. I also thought
that if we could find a literary quote that would encapsulate us Rock’n’Roll fans, it might impress
those who believed that all Rock’n’Roll fans were uneducated morons.
I soon hit on an apt quotation. The meaning I gave to it was not what the poet intended (he was
referring to a cradle, not people) but under “poetic licence” (obtainable at all post offices, price
£2.50) it couldn't be bettered. Here it is:
“Out of the cradle, endlessly rocking.” (Walt Whitman – Leaves of Grass)
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.

The Isley Brothers’ latest album “Eternal” is nearing platinum sales of 800,000 so far, boosted by their
previous single “Contagious”. The single gives the Isleys the longest chart span on Billboard’s Hot 100
singles at 42 years beginning in 1959 with “Shout”. Originally were a trio – Ronald, Rudolph (now a
minister) and O’Kelly (died at 48), then later plus Marvin, and Ernie. The group won $5.4 million law
suit against Michael Bolton when he stole their 1966 tune ”Love Is A Wonderful Thing” in 1991. Ronald
has become identified with an old-school gangsta character called “Mr. Biggs”, that has become his
alter ego. Source: Nekesa Mumbi Moody, Las Vegas Sun, 12.10.2001

2.

The Turkish Ambassador’s Son: Ahmet Ertegun was inducted into the R & R Hall Of Fame as a nonperformer in 1987. Brother Nesuhi died in 1989 but was also inducted in 1991. That year Ertegun was
awarded an honorary doctorate from Boston’s Berklee College Of Music. In 2000 he was honoured as
a “living legend” by the Library of Congress. In 2005 the Recording Academy made Ahmet the first
recipient of the President’s Salute to Industry Icons award. Ertegun died 14.12.2006. Source: Geoff
Boucher/Randy Lewis, L.A. Times, 15.1.2006

3.

Lynne Herold, a sheriff’s criminalist, gave testimony after examining photos of actress Lana Clarkson’s
face, Phil Spector accused of her murder. Herold said that blood spatter travels no more that 2 – 3 ft
from the point where a bullet impacts a person. The defence claimed that blood can travel as far as 6 ft
and forensic expert Henry Lee will testify on that point. Superior Court Judge Larry Paul Fidler said that
“Given the nature of this kind of testimony I think breaks are especially important.” Lana appeared in
the 1985 film “Barbarian Queen”. Source: Linda Deutsch, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 20.6.2007

4.

Jasja & Gail have relocated their vintage clothing shop from London to San Diego. The shop is called
“The Girl Can’t Help It” and featured in the L.A. Times; it celebrates its 3 year anniversary on Aug. 20th
during “North Park After Dark”. This is a quarterly event held in North Park which features special late
night shopping events. Elvez the Mexican Elvis performed at their opening party, and the band “The
Little Richards” who performed in front of the shop at the 1st anniversary will also play at the 3rd. The
band have released an album with a picture of the shop on the front cover, and words of tribute for the
London vintage scene on the back. Source: Today’s Vintage August 2015

5.

“Big Jim” Blake owns the Cowboy Bar saloon in Meeteetse, North West Wyoming, a former frontier
town of 327 residents. It used to have 7 saloons, 11 brothels, 3 newspapers and 3 banks, Butch
Cassidy used to frequent the saloon before his arrest for horse rustling. It was a stopover point for
chancers heading for the Montana gold fields. Jim used to be a bodyguard for Marty Robbins, and later
for Nevada brothel owner Joe Coforte. Jim recently suffered a heart attack, and during surgery doctors
found a bullet in his gut intended for Robbins in a Spokane honky tonk. The salon is up for sale on the
insistence of Big Jim’s wife and daughter-in-law. Source: John M.Glionna, L.A. Times, 2.8.2015

6.

Forbes List is an annual resume of the highest paid country acts. It includes concert tickets,
merchandise, recorded music etc. Garth Brooks topped the list earning an estimated $90m during the
past year. He resumed touring last year after 13 years off the road, and notched the biggest payday in
a single year by a country music act, and is selling more than 2.5m tickets. Toby Keith came in at no. 2
with $53m. Jason Aldean, 38, came in at no. 3 with an estimated $43.5m, with much of it coming from
his “Burn It Down” nationwide tour. Luke Bryan, 39, came in next with $52.5m and Kenny Chesney, 47,
earned $42m mostly from his “Big Revival” tour. Source: Jill Sergeant, L.V. Review Journal, 30.7.2015

7.

Lenco-PMC Inc., the last cassette case maker in N. America, say cassette tapes remain popular for
audio books for the blind/court recordings/religious messages. Forecast making 2m cassettes each
year which was 175 million in 1995. One of their biggest customers is National Audio Co., who make
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blank and recorded tapes. In the 1980s tapes boomed with the advent of the Sony Walkman, and in
1994 438.9m were sold. Cassettes account for 5% of Lenco’s revenue, and what was 10 production
lines is now 2, producing 42 cassettes a minute. They charge 33 cents for a 77 mins tape. Cases are
half the price of CD cases. The company also makes CD and DVD cases. Source: L.A. Times,
9.8.2007
8.

Elvis Presley paid a little more than $100,000 in 1957 for Gracelands, and it currently draws close to
600,000 visitors a year and took $27m last year. The overall Elvis business brings in $40m a year.
When Elvis died in 1977, his ex-wife Priscilla Presley opened up Graceland to the public via the newly
formed Elvis Presley Enterprises. Robert F.X. Sillerman Chairman of CKX Inc. took over Gracelands in
2005 when he bought the rights to Elvis’ name and image from daughter Lisa Marie, Elvis’ sole heir.
Lisa still owns the house and 15% of Elvis Presley Enterprises, but CKX controls Graceland and its
souvenir shops. Source: Woody Baird, Las Vegas Review-Journal, Aug. 2007

9.

A teenage rockabilly sensation died Monday of cancer at Duke University Medical Centre in Durham,
N.C. Janis Martin lived in Danville, Va. She was 67. Starting her career on country-music radio shows
in Virginia, and by 15, was recording for RCA and had a Top 40 hit with “Will You, Willyum”. When
Janis secretly married and became pregnant RCA dropped her and she returned to S. Virginia. In 1982
she emerged from retirement with a concert in England and it was “Drugstore Rock’n’Roll’ which the
fans wanted, Janis wrote this aged 15. In 1993 she said “Everything in that song is actually the scene
that was happening for us as teenagers.” Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal, 6.9.2007

10. “Wooden Heart”, “Rock-A-Hula-Baby”, “Blue Hawaii”, “Crawfish” were made for the films “G.I. Blues”,
“Blue Hawaii” and “King Creole” by Ben Weisman. Elvis Presley dubbed Weisman “the mad professor,”
and he also wrote or co-wrote a string of gold and platinum selling songs which included “Follow That
Dream” and “Fame and Fortune”. Classically trained he wrote nearly 60 songs for Elvis as well as for
the Beatles, Barbra Streisand, Johnny Mathis and Bobby Vee. Weisman had Alzheimer’s disease and
suffered a stroke, and died aged 85 at a long term care hospital in Los Angeles, said Barbara Gleicher
of New York who is married to Weisman’s nephew. Source: Las Vegas Review Journal, 25.5.2007
11. St. Louis Mayor Francis Slay made a decision not to issue a City Hall proclamation to make September
2nd “Ike Turner Day,” by turning down a request from organizers of the Big Muddy Blues Festival. Ike,
75, is scheduled to perform that day at the blues festival in St. Louis. Ike says he never asked for the
honour and notes he already has a star on the St. Louis Walk of Fame. Ike served 17 months in jail in
1990 on a drugs charge, and was also shown in the 1993 film “What’s Love Got To Do With It” as a
violent husband. Slay suggested that Ike could visit a St. Louis centre that provides services to
domestic violence victims to draw attention to the issue. Source: The Las Vegas Sentinel-Voice,
2.8.2007
12. Since 1960 Al Johnson’s song “Carnival Time” has been the definitive New Orleans Mardi Gras rhythm
& blues anthem. Now Johnson has released another tune which sums up the devastation of Hurricane
Katrina, “Lower 9th Ward Blues”. The Louisiana Music Factory, a French Quarter store specialising in
New Orleans music stocks many CDs where local musicians have dealt with post flood experiences in
song. Alex Rawls editor of “Offbeat” magazine who has heard hundreds of Katrina songs says
Johnson’s ditty is the best. It is released as a single on a CD with photo images of his ruined house.
Source: Steve Hochman, Los Angeles Times, 26.8.2007
*The CD was written and produced by Woodies Armand St. Martin and Patty Lee who virtually lost
their home in the floods. Contact me for the CD - Ken.
13. G.I. Joe appeared in 155 comic books, is an animated TV series and coming to the big screen. Richard
Branson has purchased the rights to Dan Dare, once known as “Pilot of the Future” and similar to Buck
Rogers, was launched in the 1950s in comics. Branson was always a fan, and now plans to publish
new comics, and produce a TV show, a video game and a motion picture. George Lucas is to produce
a WWII action adventure about the Tuskegee Airmen. The picture will show how a group of black
airmen overcome racism to become top fighter pilots. Oliver Stone is to direct “Pinkville” about the
1968 My Lai massacre in Vietnam. Source: The Veterans Reporter, date unknown

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Henry Scott-Irvine
Henry, how did you become involved in the “Save Tin Pan Alley” campaign?
I started it on May 7th 2014 probably because I was going to the 12 Bar Club at 26 Denmark Street
where I used to enjoy seeing bands. It was odd because I’d had a conversation with a couple of
people who were in music publishing and I said to them that I thought it was important that we try
and save the 12 Bar Club as something was clearly going on and it looked like they may lose their
lease. I didn’t really know the leaseholders, but I did know the people who booked the bands and
they’d been there as a venue for a particular generation that was younger than me, but I’d
certainly been going there for the best part of twenty years or so. A fifth of a century. A life-cycle.
For some people this meant that the past twenty to twenty
five years were being taken away from them. Their memories
were being stolen. They were losing a venue where unsigned
bands could play, seven nights a week, in a club where you
could see maybe three or four bands per night for five or six
quid. Some nights three quid. It was truly 'the best value'
music venue in London. And they sold the cheapest beer in
any venue bar. This resided next to the oldest surviving stage in London, in an old 'Smithy' or
'Forge'. It was allegedly a 17th century Forge where horses used to venture up Denmark Place at
the back, come in, get shoed and piss and shit all over the floor! This went on right through to the
early 20th century. By the early ‘80s the building had become known as The Forge music venue at
a time when there was only a side entrance. Around about ‘91/’92 it became a merged building
and was duly renamed the 12 Bar Club.
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The original plan was to save the 12 Bar Club and keep that rolling and I ended up doing two
nights of stand-up comedy… rather badly. I was witnessed by all manner of people, not least
Gavin Martin and Charles Shaar Murray - formerly of the NME - with the Alabama Three, two of
whom told me to f*ck off and one who said I was actually very good. However, the one who told
me I was "good" turned up dressed as the Grim Reaper, carrying a scythe. So he may have been
being sarcastic. On that basis we decided that the content of the comedy would be best served in
trying to help save Denmark Street, because we knew Crossrail had happened as the Crossrail
Act in 2008. There’d also been Compulsory Purchase Orders on buildings in Charing Cross Road
and the corner of Denmark Street, which meant that three music venues alone had gone; the
London Astoria, the L.A.2 underneath it and The Metro Club around the corner, which had been a
venue under different guises since the 1960s.
Three venues had been taken out just to build a railway station and it looked as if the same was
going to happen to Denmark Street, which had been bought over by Consolidated Developments
who were, to all intents and purposes, old Soho people with connections to Paul Raymond and the
Paul Raymond Organisation who have now been sort of mythologised into some sort of romantic
idyll of the 'Performance' era of Soho. Nobody had actually looked into the ramifications of what
they'd closed. Raymond had been very good at closing all the delis in Soho and, not least, some of
the cool shoe shops that existed in the glam rock era in Wardour Street, one of which I do
remember closing as I went to buy shoes there. It turned into an Ann Summers Sex Shop.
If you look back to Soho in the 198's it was stuffed full of Sex Shops. The Councillors have been
fighting this for decades. Soho was and is Westminster Council run and Conservative to boot.
Denmark Street is Camden, St Giles; and Labour run for decades. So there’s two different MPs,
two different Boroughs, two different parties administrating the area. We realised we shouldn’t
associate ourselves with Soho, but we had to as the developer was a Soho based, old-school,
Paul Raymond cohort. Laurence Kirschel, who runs Consolidated Developments, had apparently
run the Raymond Revue Bar in the past. Initially Consolidated were an unknown quantity to us
with a lot of money. They were publicly seen as being 'independents' Meanwhile, corporate
developer entities who've recently been given contracts in the wake of Crossrail, such as
Derwents, Almacantar and Land Securities, now impinge upon the West End continually. The
reality is that old Soho was not all that it was cracked up to be, but it was, nevertheless, preferable
to what's coming soon.
Both Consolidated developments and Soho Estates were seen as independents with Soho
connections, so they perpetuated this 'myth' that they were going to 'Keep the Music in Denmark
Street'. They were the nice guys, the old-school Soho guys, saying "Soho is cool and we’re from
Soho!"… But of course they were just businessmen out to make a buck and we could see right
through it. Their background was in building Loft Apartments, Luxury Hotels and Restaurants.
Period. The reason the council had bought this hyperbole, or 'spin' to put it in modern terms, is
because councils are now cash strapped from central government and have to raise their own
fiscal funding. So the Councils created these things called 'Section 106' agreements where they
get 10% of the build price. The estimate for Denmark Street's redevelopments was around a ball
park £100 million. So 10% of that is very nice, thank you. And going right back into Camden
Council's sorely needed funds after being cash strapped by a Conservative Parliament.
There is also the potential concern for the value of the land. We believe that the selling price of
Denmark Street and the surrounding streets is estimated through estate agents at a potential 2018
selling price of £999 million. The developer, Consolidated, became the freeholder/landlord of
Denmark Street in 1996 acquiring the street from a landlord called Frasers for an alleged £12
million. They knew Crossrail was coming and wholly understood that this was something that they
could sit on by continually saying that they were going to 'keep the music in Denmark Street'.
When the Crossrail Act became a CPO (Compulsory Purchase Order) around the corner in
Charing Dross Road, the developers knew that they could kick-start a huge wave of terminationof-leases and the eradication of music-based businesses on all levels. Not only in Denmark Street,
but Denmark Place, St Giles High Street and Andrew Borde Street. We were naturally very
concerned about that. It is also important to stress that I have no vested interest in the street in
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terms of business whatsoever. I’m not employed by anybody in the street. So it seemed objective
for 'us', or for me at first, to form a team of people who didn’t work in Denmark Street.
It soon became very nasty, very quickly. We realised that we were up against something that was
an immovable force. It came from a man who had invited us to meet him in his Soho HQ twice in
2014. He seemed very charming... this was Laurence Kirschel whose offices are still at 26 Soho
Square. So here was the most charming man in the world, who was quite Zen-like, rather oddly,
but then so are a lot of politicians and religious leaders of all shades.
What reaction did you get from Labour controlled Camden Council?
Originally Camden Council didn’t want to know. There’s a sort of protocol for getting an audience
with Camden and that’s to set-up a petition, which we did immediately. However, the petition was
maybe wrongly set-up as “Save the 12 Bar Club” only, initially. But we did eventually change it to
“Save Tin Pan Alley” through Change.org. Camden Council said that we had to have '8,000
signatures' on the petition before they would meet with us, possibly to
get us to go away. It’s very hard to get people to sign petitions, in truth,
even with social media. We blitzed it across a whole lot of media and
annoyed a lot of people because we were basically spamming to get
signatures. Within four weeks we reached 8,000 and sent it, through a
lawyer associate, to Ms Amanda Peck a 'Senior Planning Officer' at
Camden Council. She was the 'Officer' for that particular Camden zone
in the south west of Camden. She then changed tactic and said that
the petition had to be '10,000' to deter us. But within a week we got
2,000 more. This was in early July 2014.
The lawyer who was voluntarily working on our behalf approached Ms Amanda Peck again who
said that they had already taken counsel from the traders and they didn’t see us as representing
them. I pointed out that we weren’t representing them directly, it was an indirect approach, which
was 'the point' as we weren’t affiliated with them. Ms Peck said that there was no point in meetingup with us as they’d already made up their minds and the planning agreement had already gone
through in November 2013. I replied that our understanding was that it hadn’t yet been "ratified".
Wrong word apparently. They don’t use that particular 'word' or terminology. So she was able to
say that there wasn’t such a thing as 'ratifying' and that the plans to redevelop Denmark Street and
the surrounding streets had already gone through. The planning consent was legally 'passed'. Or
so we were led to believe. And a certain amount of ambiguous vague terminology enabled this
process to go through swiftly. Actually, with the Section 106 agreement - the deal had (then) yet to
be struck with the planners and the developers - to determine what they could do with the content
of the buildings. This S106 Deal hadn't yet been struck. We knew that there was something
advantageous that we could thrash out and influence here, because the content of the buildings in
Denmark Street is everything. This was Tin Pan Alley, Europe's only music street.
We then tried to contact Councillor Sue Vincent and didn’t get any replies. We were completely
ignored right through until November 2014, a year on from the original deal between Camden
Planning and Consolidated Developments. As I said, 'unratified'. I told Ms Peck that I needed to
talk to her about this ever pressing matter. She replied that she was ''leaving the council in four
weeks'' and was ''tidying up business'' - so contacting me was “tidying up business”. We didn’t
know why she was leaving or where she was going, although it does appear that she now has a
very similar job in a slightly lesser capacity at Islington Council. Her reasons for going were never
made clear publicly. She seemed to literally vanish.
I then got in touch with Frank Dobson, Labour MP for Holborn and St. Pancras. I’d had enough by
this time. Frank Dobson said he’d love to help, but he was going to retire. Frank was great and we
got to meet him in parliament. This took a couple of months to organise and did eventually happen
in January 2015.
We got to know the editor and song publisher David Stark because I’d worked in music
documentaries for years, but always behind the scenes as a researcher and archive producer.
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This meant that both David and I could pull in a few people. Suddenly we were in parliament with
four of the PRS (Performing Right Society) board; Simon Platz of Bucks Music Group, Nigel
Elderton from Peer Music Group who is (or was) the deputy chair of PRS, Stuart Hornall from
Hornall Brothers, and Jonathan Morrish from PPL (Phonographic Performance Ltd). We then
brought in some people from UK Music, Paul Broadhurst from the Mayor's Music Venues
Taskforce; representatives from BASCA, M.U. etcetera. And then we finally got in Councillor Sue
Vincent. The only reason she came in was because we were meeting-up in Parliament in
Portcullis House with Frank Dobson MP, so of course she had to be seen to be present. And
rightly. Here we had the local Labour MP and the local Labour Ward Councillor with our team,
ready to discuss bringing music back to the street.
I also pushed to get in Camden's Head of Planning, but ended up meeting both Ms Frances Wheat
of Planning & Public Protection and the Department of Culture & The Environment and Ed Watson
who, back then, was in fact Director of Culture and Environment, which supersedes Planning. This
is the very top of the tree at Camden Council. In truth they're just paid civil servants. It’s like ‘Yes
Minister’. They're hired to do powerful jobs, very influential jobs where they hold a load of clout
when it comes to policy and decision making within the London Borough of Camden.
In January 2015 we got to meet Ed Watson, the Head of Environmental Services (who everyone
was answerable to) and Ms Frances Wheat, who was technically his deputy. This may all sound
very boring, but I’m giving you the detail because the devil is in the detail. At our second
Parliamentary meeting in June 2015 Ms Wheat returned with us good folks from The Save TPA
Committee to revisit Portcullis House to meet our new MP Sir Keir Starmer (Frank Dobson had by
now retired). Ms Wheat gave me credit for influencing the very wording in the 'Section 106 Clause
5 Paragraph 1' deal to protect 'music based retail' in the street along with 'protection' - albeit
limited - for music based businesses at a few addresses on the first and second floors above the
shops, as well as our pressing for inflation linked rents for all music based businesses. However,
the actual term 'Tin Pan Alley Uses' is so vague as to render it open to interpretation and the
vagaries of semantics. This in itself was very disappointing. It will enable the developer-landlords
to play developer chess with the leaseholders ad infinitum. Councillor Sue Vincent ultimately
implemented the actual wording in the final draft of The S106 Planning Agreement between
Camden Council's Planning Departments and Consolidated Developments, which was eventually
signed by both parties in June/July 2015. This was D Day. There was no going back after this.
From this juncture onwards Phil Ryan joined our campaign on a full time basis. He co-founded the
Big Issue and, more importantly, the original 12 Bar Club. Phil came on board as Save TPA's
Head of Strategy. He helped to co-steer policy and structure the campaign's tactics vis-a-vis the
press. I was quite good at getting press and this had to be accurate. So often press releases can
be distorted or adapted by journalists. We needed our info to be quoted to the letter. Phil's role
here was crucial. We also brought in James Ketchell of Music Heritage UK. He too was a
seasoned campaigner. Nigel Henry became our legal consultant, too.
At this point in late 2014 I also pushed to get Pete Townshend on board. And, I have to say apart from the likes of your good selves at Tales From The Woods and people that like Rock'n'Roll
and Punk - nobody else supported us. The 1960s generation at star level were still absent. The
only other celebrity support from that era had been from the likes of Dave Davies of The Kinks and
Engelbert Humperdinck who both did TV spots for us, alongside Glen Matlock of The Sex Pistols.
I said as much to Pete Townshend’s office when he was busy on tour. They came back. Back then
in the winter of 2014 I was still being a bit cheeky and a bit sharp. I acted like a bit of an impudent
bruiser. Maybe behaving like Pete had done in his youth? His PA explained that this wasn’t really
the way to speak to Pete and that I was only going to piss him off. She probably had a point. But it
worked. Pete wrote a piece for us in The Times and it syndicated to every major newspaper
across the globe. We'd done it. We'd gone viral in 24 hours, so we were on a roll. This was in
December 2014 and it led to so much. Our meetings with the music industry and politicians
followed on from this. So hats off to The Who's Pete Townshend. This kick-started our going truly
international. Serious TV followed and we were on BBC TV's The Sunday Politics. Guardian
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spreads came next as did debates for three nights in a row in The London Evening Standard.
Almost unheard of in any other context.
I then went to all the local free press, because of that. Newspapers like the Camden New Journal,
the West End Extra, the London Weekly News, and the Westminster & City Newspaper who all
took to the stories like ducks to water. We then got articles in Music Week so it began to roll on
and on. We then made sure that every single paper said “The 12 Bar is going to close”. People
were going, “No, they can’t close the 12 Bar!” and “It’s never going to close!” But it was. The
leaseholders were very upset that I’d blown the whistle. Consolidated the freeholder, the
developer, the landlord had told us in September and November of 2014 that it was going to close.
(This April in 2016 they also confirmed that the Alley Cat will close at Christmas, too).
As soon as it was announced that a date had been set for the 12 Bar's
closure, we made sure we got this info into the national press and
NME. It came to the final week of gigs at the 12 Bar Club, the second
week of January as printed in the Camden New Journal and The West
End Extra. Squatters then found out that this was a commercial
building and that they could easily occupy it by claiming that they too
were part of the campaign to Save Denmark Street, which is what they
did. I didn’t think that it was a very good idea at all and went on public
record to that effect. I also visited the squatted building amid the fire
alarms going off which we filmed.
I really didn’t know that this scenario of squatting was going to happen, but it did. I only found out
when somebody rang me up and asked if I knew that the 12 Bar had been squatted. I certainly
then knew that I was going to be blamed. They all had a get out clause: both the developers and
the squatters, and I was blamed of course, which was utterly ridiculous. I mean the last thing you
want to do when trying to cajole and persuade people of a certain age that you are running a
serious campaign - such as rock stars who've now moved to Surrey and Dorset - is when some
guy with a dog on a string who hasn’t had a bath for a month is banging a drum saying that you
put him and his squatter mates in there, which is what they told the press. Luckily the press also
pointed out that Laurence Kirschel had presided over the death of two other much loved venues,
namely The Marquee in Wardour Street and The Marquee in Charing Cross Road. So the public
kinda got it!
I got a call from Consolidated from Richard Metcalfe who was number two (but termed a
'consultant') saying that he needed my address immediately as they were going to issue a court
summons for my having put squatters in at 26 Denmark Street. I refused. I then asked for his
address. He refused. I told him I refused to be bullied. Bullying me he said, "I'll make sure that you
never work in the music or television industry ever again. Your name will be mud", adding that he'd
personally see to that. I told him that I would run that by my barrister and added that I was
recording the call for a film that I was making. He pointed out that that too was illegal, to which I
countered "so are your threats!". He up hung up immediately. I then consulted with Save TPA's
barrister. I was told to wait for the writ to come because there was no evidence whatsoever to
substantiate their claims, only hearsay. The squatters had arrived as a result of their own volition.
Suddenly I'd become the scapegoat. The campaign now looked to be in serious jeopardy. This
was annoying as Save TPA had become a team of media professionals meeting-up every two to
three weeks across all of 2015. "Now we’re a team" I said. "A force to be reckoned with!" We’d
actually become a committee in January 2015 but, because politicians can be so slow, the initial
Parliamentary meeting hadn't happened in November or December 2014 when we had wanted it
to.
Within two weeks of meeting Frank Dobson MP in Parliament, the building at 26 Denmark Street
was squatted. By then we’d already got the music industry in and the politicians around a table to
discuss the future of Denmark Street. So why on earth would I put a bunch of 'crusties' in to a
disused venue who'd then ruin the building? My barrister said the best thing I could do was go to
the court hearing to evict the squatters anyway as the summons would never materialize. So as I
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hadn’t been summoned I went to court as an independent witness. My barrister advised me not to
speak to anyone before the court hearing. I was then introduced in court to the presiding judge by
the defendant's barrister, a Ms Hammerton, the barrister for the squatters. She had previously
been part of the Helena Kennedy, Geoffrey Robinson, Oxbridge crowd. Very bright and of a
certain age. She came along and acted like a batty old lady who hadn’t practiced for a while. It
was a ruse but it worked. The judge was affable. He allowed Ms Hammerton to speak for quite a
long time. She then introduced me by asking if her "friend Henry could speak as an independent
witness". I then told the court exactly what I’m telling you now. It took fifteen minutes. This went on
public record (so you can’t be sued for defamation).
Consolidated bought Denmark Street for £12 million in 1996,
allegedly, knowing that in 2008 they’d probably get a compulsory
purchase order for buildings nearby under the Crossrail Act,
knowing that they could then multiply their investment by 48 times
the purchase price and thereby continue to spin their popular yarn
that they’re hell bent on keeping music in Denmark Street. They
can then continue to meet-up with people on a one-to-one basis
only. Then those people will say “I’ve just met Mr Kirschel, a very
nice man, a nicer man you couldn’t meet”. And maybe he is just
that. But the challenge is this Mr Kirschel. You can’t just say
everything verbally in a closed room without witnesses. You’ve got to put it in writing. Name me
the buildings you are going to keep. Name the businesses you are going to retain. Name me the
addresses. Let us see the leaseholder agreements. Let the public see the leaseholder
agreements. Finally in July 2016 there is a Camden Council Retail Plan between Camden
Planners and Consolidated outlining who resides where and what must stay. This has come some
three years since the permissions were granted to demolish all of Denmark Place, and Andrew
Borde Street nearby.
In between time what we were told by Consolidated was that all
the people who had been in Tin Pan Alley in long standing music
shop businesses had somehow either gone bankrupt, had run
away, hadn’t paid their bills, were selling fake guitars, were
selling stolen guitars. Somehow they were all “bad boys”. Isn’t it
funny that people who might be perceived to be the bad boys
see everybody else in the music business as the bad boys?
Now, they might be. They might have been all of those things.
But I very much doubt that one can just simply tar every
leaseholder at 28 addresses on all five floors with such baloney. Denmark Street was once a
cheap rent zone and it was a cheap area. It will never be that again. And clearly the music
businesses in the street were disappearing quicker than flood water into a vast open drain.
What I then did was to ask all of the shops in the street if they could they tell us how long their
leaseholder agreements were? My understanding is that they are allegedly under a gagging order
not to talk to anyone, so you can’t name them. You can’t say that they have a gagging order
because it will be denied. So what do you think? Music based businesses of diversity are there
one day... then gone.
Suddenly you realise that, every month, long standing businesses are going, going, gone in the
wake of these developments. Like Rockers guitar shop, who'd been Top Gear - gone. Rod
Argent’s Keyboards - gone. Rhodes Music - gone. Bryant’s - gone. Andy’s Guitars - gone. Vintage
& Rare - gone. Helter Skelter Books - gone. Tom's Drum Store - gone. Angel guitars - gone. The
Intrepid Fox - demolished. Sin, the 1920’s art deco ballroom - demolished. Enterprise Rehearsal
Studios - demolished. Denmark St Recording Studios - closed for good. The Alley Cat venue going in December 2016. The Noel Gay Organisation - going soon. The 12 Bar Club - closed
(we’re told it will re-open). The whole street had a tradition of Guitar Makers/Luthiers: Celine gone; Philippe Dubreuille - gone. Only three are left. There were 15 in 1996. Terminations of lease
aplenty though. And this is a developer who is "keeping the music in Denmark Street?"
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“We’ve put music back in Denmark Street” Laurence Kirschel told me in September 2014. Well
he’s given former managers the chance to open their own business and he’s given them six month
rolling leases with eight week and four week break clauses. Let’s think about that. You go to the
bank and say you run a guitar shop and you’d like to make it a successful business. You’re asked
for the leaseholder agreement and are told, “A six month lease and you want a loan of £25,000 to
buy stock? What’s the eviction term on this? Eight weeks! Sorry, I can’t lend you any money”.
A lot of people will wonder what we’ve actually achieved. Councillor
Vincent said at a minuted meeting when we brought Camden New
Journal along that every time we have "some tiny little Pyrrhic victory
we bring the press along" while they are "working hard at the
coalface". Call it a "Pyrrhic victory", but we got 6 and 7 Denmark
Street 'Grade 2 Star' listed, which means they can’t be structurally
touched. And, if they are, it’s a criminal offence. That took some
doing. We brought in some very serious people such as Dr Paul
Graves-Brown who was Head of Archaeology at University College,
alongside a local historian; Glen Matlock of the Sex Pistols and
Alastair Choat, who runs the Coach and Horses in Soho. As a team,
we did this collectively and made the submission. I was able to list
every piece of footage that had been shot of the Sex Pistols when they lived there at the back of
number 6.
English Heritage was then split into Historic England and
English Heritage separately. They were very clever because
when Ian Duncan Smith resigned from the Conservative Party,
the Tories needed some positive news. Historic England
submitted the listing to the Department of the Environment and
David Evennett at the DoE said he’d been a punk rocker and, of
course, it was the 40th anniversary of punk, which Boris
Johnson as Mayor of London had signed off on. The DoE
waved it right through on the 22nd of March 2016. Historic
England phoned me and said that I couldn’t talk to the press, but it was going to go viral. Glen
Matlock rang and told me he was in Rome, but did I know that the building was about to get a
Grade 2 Star listing and that The Times had just phoned him. I called an old school Scottish fella
in Fleet Street and he printed my quotes exactly as I said them (unlike a lot of press) and it got a
full page in The Times. The journalist at The Times suggested the paper do a leader on it, which
would get the story to go viral around the world. This happened!
6 and 7 had been saved from the developers. The Independent found out and phoned me while
Janet Street Porter - who’d interviewed the Sex Pistols in the building at number 6 in 1976 for the
London Weekend TV show - did a whole piece in the very last 'print edition' of The Independent. It
then got full pages in The Telegraph, The Guardian, The Mirror, Rolling Stone, and Le Figaro. The
news was eventually seen in 26 papers. We were on Radio 4 Front Row and BBC Breakfast.
However, it happened on the weekend of the terrorism at the Bataclan Club in Paris so we didn’t
get any more television. The only TV we got was the local London Live, but we did well on radio
that day. From March 22nd to April 4th 2016 we were in every British paper as a full page with the
exception of The Sun and The Daily Express. The Daily Mail cited ‘Outrage'. At our Last Save TPA
Committee meeting this summer Councillor Sue Vincent said Camden Council were going to try to
"suspend the listing" because "the original planning application superseded the listed building
consent". This cannot be done, our lawyers say.
You mentioned a film that you are planning to shoot.
I’m going to direct and produce a film called ‘Tin Pan Alley Tales’. You can find out more about this
here - https://www.phundee.com/reward/campaign/tin-pan-alley-tales-the-film/funders We’re
hoping to get the film finished before the end of the year, fingers crossed.
What about you Henry?
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I grew up in Edinburgh. I was very lucky as it had been a hippy centre in the late 1960s but when I
was a teenager I grew up through glam rock and then punk rock. Up until then in Edinburgh there
were only dreadful bands like Pilot, Bay City Rollers and the Marmalade. Not exactly the greatest
bands. On the west coast they had some interesting bands, not least the Poets, Stone The Crows,
S.A.H.B and Frankie Miller's Full House. When I left Edinburgh in the early 1980s all that Postcard
Records insipid Scottish soul-boy stuff came out, leading to bands like Hue & Cry (pass the
bucket). I came to London and studied film. When I graduated I ended up working, rather oddly, in
feature films in really humble capacities such as Death Wish 3 and The Whistle Blower with
Michael Caine. I then worked for Gerry Anderson of Thunderbirds fame as his Head of
Merchandise and TV Development for a few years.
After that I got a job at Polygram, which led to working for Elton John where I was also his Archive
Producer working on eight of his major documentaries. I also reacquired and remastered his
footage from all over the years, spending two years of my life synchronising sound to picture from
radio simulcasts, concert audio, from obsolete formats and making it all sound and look good
before putting it all back in tape boxes and leaving it on his warehouse shelves forever. They could
have made fortunes from it. But years afterwards, when I was long gone, they loaned out much of
it for promotional purposes and never got half of it back. Crazy eh?
I did a lot of stuff for Van Morrison off the back of that, which then led to working on lots of music
shows, the most enjoyable of which was a series called The White Room, which had an archive
slot twice a week. I did the Black and White Room bit where you’d have two archive songs a week.
I also did a lot of the Channel 4 theme nights; Michael Jackson, John Lennon, Madonna, not
things I particularly liked. Around the turn of the millennium I did the first 100 top albums show
called Music of the Millennium, which we did for three years from 1997 in the run up to 2000. I also
did three series of All Back To Mine with Sean Rowley for Channel 4 and worked on 13 Classic
Albums Shows too. Many music documentaries followed where I was the Archive Producer.
Then I started to do some of my own things. For the thirtieth anniversary of punk I produced Don
Letts’ Punk: Attitude, I produced Elton At 50, and Elton At 60, re-acquiring and remastering
unseen, hitherto undiscovered, archive for the DVD. I later had to fight Universal for taking my
name off the credits as their contracted producer when the label's product managers took it upon
themselves to credit their names instead of mine after their having done not very much at all. But
what else do you expect from marketing men, eh? We settled out of court and the product
managers resigned. So it can be a bit of a bloody
business. It annoyed me and I went off and made my own
film about Procol Harum who I’d known. Omnibus Press
later approached me and asked me if I wanted to write a
book about Procol Harum, which I did and Martin
Scorsese and Sir Alan Parker both wrote Introductions for
me and Sebastian Faulks MBE wrote the Afterword. So I
was blessed there. And they loved the book, which has
had 70 Five Star reviews globally.
Since then I've written many features for music magazines
such as Record Collector and Dangerous Minds, too. But
now we have 17 hours in the can for Tin Pan Alley Tales
The Film, which is crowdfunding now through
phundee.com and its looking good. We want to make this
without any executive interference and crowdfunding will
enable
this.
Please
donate.
https://www.phundee.com/reward/campaign/tin-pan-alleytales-the-film/funders
Thank you so much Henry.
It’s been an absolute pleasure.
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This was the title of one of the late Frankie Ford's recordings on his 'New Orleans Dynamo' ACE
album recorded in 1984 in a Wood Green studio. In the song Frankie surmises “you can be certain
they're rockin' behind the Iron Curtain”.
From my experience he was right. Both Czechoslovakia and Hungary had Jerry Lee Lewis Fan
Clubs, run by Frank Seifert and Thomas Visegrady respectively. I met Frank when he came to
London in 1968, and he brought with him some Czechoslovak Rock’n’Roll singles, both described
on the Supraphon label as 'Foxtrots'. One was 'Be-bop-a-lula' and the other was a Buddy Holly
song, I believe it was 'Oh Boy!' (I no longer have the records to check). Both were by local
Czechoslovak singers.
In the GDR (East Germany) they had Dean Reed who was born in Denver,
Colorado and who signed a recording contract with Capitol Records in
1958. Singles such as ‘Annabelle’, ‘The Search’, ‘No Wonder’, ‘A Pair of
Scissors’, ‘I Kissed a Queen’, and ‘Our Summer Romance’ made little
impact in the States, only one single, 'The Search', making #96 on
Billboard. Reed was also an actor and made guest appearances in TV
shows like 'Bachelor Father'. 'Our Summer Romance' was so popular in South America Reed
stayed on in Argentina, appearing in TV programs. He was also popular in Chile and Peru. In Chile
he developed left-wing views, protesting nuclear weapons and U.S. foreign policy. He was
deported from Argentina in 1966 and lived in Rome for a time. He wrote to Alexander Solzhenitsyn
criticizing him for slandering the Soviet Union. In 1973 he settled in the German Democratic
Republic permanently, where he wrote and directed for films, appearing in
twenty. He produced 13 records and toured 32 countries giving concerts. In
the GDR he covered hits by Chuck Berry, Elvis Presley, The Beatles, and
others. Reed never renounced his U.S. citizenship and professed his love for
the USA till he died in 1986. In that year he appeared on CBS '60 Minutes'
defending the building of the Berlin Wall ('the anti-fascist protection rampart'
to give its official description) and he also defended the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan to support a Socialist regime. He angered Americans by
comparing Ronald Reagan to Stalin after which he received hate mail from Americans calling him
a traitor.
Reed was married three times, to an
American woman and two GDR
citizens. Dean Reed committed
suicide by drowning in a lake near
the GDR capital, Berlin, the reason
in his suicide note being his
crumbling relationship with his third
wife, Renate. In the suicide note he
apologized to Erich Honecker for
damaging the image of the GDR by
his suicide.
(Picture shows Dean Reed with fans
in Berlin, Capital of the GDR in
1978.)
Radio Berlin International, broadcasting to Western Europe from the GDR capital, regularly played
Elvis Presley and other American records, and while I was in the GDR capital (East Berlin) I heard
Jerry Lee Lewis' 'Great Balls of Fire' blaring out in a fairground.
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The riots at Bill Haley concerts in the late 1950s in West Germany were partly blamed on GDR
citizens who attended the concerts, this being before the erection of the Berlin Wall and the Inner
German fortifications when it was easy for GDR citizens to visit the West, and most returned to
their homeland. Of course the GDR was more exposed to Western culture because it bordered the
Federal Republic (West Germany) and had West Berlin 100 miles inside its borders. Western TV
could be received in most parts of the country, and many had relatives in West Germany who
could send them records and hard currency which could be spent on Western products in the
Intershops.
In the Soviet Union I saw a Beatles style group playing at a dance hall,
and Soviet youth we met were getting the original recordings of The
Beatles brought back by their parents in the diplomatic service.
So yes, they were rockin' behind the Iron Curtain, but behind the
Bamboo Curtain in Mao's People's Republic of China, according to the
magazine 'China Reconstructs', in the Cultural Revolution period high in
the charts were recordings of 'Everyone Praises The Communes Vegetables', '10,000 Years Of
Life For Chairman Mao' and similar titles. I myself have a Chinese EP from the period which
contains the following little rockin' ditties: 'The East Is Red', 'Long Live Chairman Mao' and 'The
Helmsman Sets The Ocean Course' (the helmsman being of course Chairman Mao).
In truth, Western Europe wasn't that rockin' in the 1950s either. The BBC refused to play the
music, so we in the UK had to rely on the poor reception from Radio Luxemburg. Even so we had
few of the original artists touring till the 1960s, and the more obscure rockabilly artists were
unknown in Europe till Breathless Dan Coffey and Frantic Faye brought back the records from
their many trips to the Southern States.
Tony Papard

If you are anywhere near my age (76) you will be familiar with the satire directed at elderly people,
e.g. all those books with titles like “The Wrinklies Guide to Safe Sex – Keep Your Clothes On” and
jokes like: ”You know you are old when all the people you talk about are long dead and all the
buildings you remember have been demolished” and “You know you are really old when it takes
you all night to do what you used to do all night.”
Six years ago, I was very happy with my physical and mental
state. I still had all my hair (though it is snow white now. I think
losing your hair puts at least ten years on your appearance). I
had managed to reach my seventh decade without succumbing
to any of the dread diseases which had wiped out so many of
my friends; cancer, heart-attacks, strokes and respiratory
problems.
I still have the remnants of my former alcoholism – patchy
memory, mainly. I also have epilepsy (Petit Mal) and some
signs of Alzheimer's as well, which, thankfully, have not
worsened. They do not prevent me from enjoying life to the full.
I am still horny! Unfortunately, I can't find a woman willing to let
me prove it. I refuse to pay!
However, old age creeps up on you without your noticing. Your one hearing aid becomes two and
you need stronger glasses. Your prostate is a nuisance (but it becomes a real problem when you
are caught short while in the middle of a long walk). I joined a local walking club but did not think it
would lead me to desperately tip toe up the drive of an isolated house and urinate in some bushes:
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all the while terrified I would be spotted on the owner's CCTV. I would then be hauled away by
police, who might even add on a fine for indecent exposure!)
Incontinence underwear? God, no! That would be an admission
that I am old!
“I'm very fit for my age”, I told myself. Then I took part in a walk
(or rather, climb) that forced me to realize my limitations. I still
shudder to think of it.
All walkers had been warned that conditions were “very muddy”
and that the walk had been graded as “Medium Difficult.” They
didn't tell us that the gradient was 1 in 3 and that the path
consisted of small, loose boulders, caked in mud. If you tried to
leave the path, you were flailed by thorn bushes, with needles so
sharp that they made deep slashes in your outer clothes.
“Slipping and Sliding” was the only way to describe this nightmare
ascent.
At the top, I lost my footing and rolled down the hill, coating my clothes in glutinous mud, from
head to foot.
One of the experienced walkers seized my hand in a vice-like grip and led me down the hill, as if I
were an invalid, or had learning difficulties. We came to a fallen tree-trunk, which blocked the path.
“How are you going to negotiate this, Neil?” he asked. “I'll climb over it,” I insisted.
I became stuck on top of the trunk, unable to go forwards or backwards. Three people had to lift
me over it and carry on leading me down the hill (a young girl steered me from behind). Oh, the
shame! The humiliation! I suddenly felt very old... (I can't climb stiles now, either. Not without
help.)
We reached the road and from then on, the going was flat and easy. We had a few miles to go to
reach the pub where we had all pre-ordered a meal. I was utterly exhausted and could not keep up
with the Secretary (who had a flabby stomach but could still walk me into the ground.)
At last we arrived at the pub and I had to turn my walking clothes inside out to avoid muddying
everything in sight. And the meal? It was atrocious!
One of the sure signs of old age is that you fall over frequently. In
the past six years, I have had at least five serious falls, full length.
They were all my own fault, due to clumsiness (another sign of
old age). One caused me to sprain my left wrist and just after this
had healed, I fell and sprained my right wrist! The last one (just a
few months ago) was quite bad and left me with some bone
damage above my eyes. I had a brain scan which, fortunately,
was normal.
I am now very nervous of climbing or descending stairs. I catch
my heels quite often and have to move very slowly and carefully. I
don't like escalators. I don't feel safe on step-ladders, even, and
cannot use them, except for the first few rungs.
On a lighter note: some of us wanted to trim an arbour here but
the manager of the home (I live in sheltered accommodation)
insisted we used full safety equipment. She arranged for an official from the Health and Safety
Executive to show us how it should be done. He climbed to the top of his safety ladder – and fell
off!
Final thought: Old age isn't so bad if you think of the alternative!
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SOUL KITCHEN
UNLIKE THE EU, SOUL MUSIC HAS NO BOUNDARIES

LOST SOULS
CLIFFORD CURRY
Singer, songwriter, Clifford Curry is best remembered for his 1967 hit, 'She Shot
A Hole In My Soul', which blew everyone away at the time, and has now become
a true ‘60s soul classic. He was born, 3rd November, 1936, and raised in
Knoxville, Tennessee, but previous to the hit he had a very varied career as a
member of numerous vocal groups.
A member of the Echoes vocal group at Austin high school in Knoxville,
Tennessee. Recorded as the Five Pennies for Savoy in 1955, which results in
'Mr Moon', which was a successful regional hit. Formed own group, the Bingos,
1956. Recorded as the Hollyhocks for Excello subsidiary, Nasco in 1957. With
the Bubba Suggs band from 1959 to 1964, supporting such artists as Solomon
Burke, and Joe Tex. Recorded as Sweet Clifford for Excello in 1963. With the
Fabulous Six Contenders from 1964 to 1967.
Curry finally went solo from 1967, and immediately hit with the classic, 'She Shot
A Hole In My Soul', on the Elf label, which reached forty five on the R&B charts and just scraped
into the pop one hundred. The flip, 'We're Gonna Hate Ourselves In The Morning', is an enthralling
slipping around ditty. Although he released some pretty good material, he could never follow up
with more chart appearances. His pulsating 1968 release, 'Ain’t No Danger', was picked up by the
Northern club scene, and remained a top sound for many moons.
After the demise of Elf records he floated from one label to another. A spell at Buddah records in
the mid-seventies results in some hot Curry, which hit you like the jaws of thunder, with the best
disco sound from 1976, 'Body Shop', a brilliant piece of wax if you like disco. In complete contrast
the following year, also on Buddah, we get 'Movin' In The Same Circles (Damn It All)' which is a
neat, impassioned, pensive, unhurried song with a beautiful arrangement. One of his best, which
should have been a huge hit.
In the early eighties he was the forefather of the Carolinas, Myrtle Beach music scene, and was
ultimately dubbed 'The King Of Beach Music'. He continued to perform his old tunes and release
new material for that market, and was a regular and popular performer, which kept him in work by
the Atlantic ocean.
A truly great soul talent has been from almost making it, to playing small clubs and motels, where
he could still work in music and get paid. But he deserved a lot more recognition than he got.
He died 6th September 2016, after suffering a long illness.
n.b. I'm still not sure that the Clifford Curry that sang lead with the BRILLIANT Notations is the
same guy. Personally I don't think so, although sometimes it refers to them as one.
RUBY WILSON
Ruby Wilson who would come to be known as the
'Queen of Beale Street', was born 29th February 1948,
in Fort Worth, Texas. When she was seven years old
Wilson began singing at her mother’s church. At
fourteen, after meeting B B King, he became her
godfather and the two remain close throughout their
lives. Gospel singer Shirley Caesar heard young
Wilson singing in her church choir, and at the age of
fifteen was invited to join her backing singers, whom
she toured with for a few months.
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She had a spell in Chicago before resettling, in 1972, to Memphis. She had no problem finding
work on Beale Street and it was here she performed regularly for the rest of her life, in legendary
clubs like The Peabody, B B King's Blues Club etc.
Whilst not wooing audiences on Beale Street, she recorded more than ten albums, sang at the
White House, toured the United States and, internationally, performed at blues and jazz festivals
around the world, appeared in several films, and was honoured with a Lifetime Achievement
Award.
Wilson suffered a stroke in 2009, but was able to get back on stage after therapy for a few more
years. She died 7th August 2016, following a heart attack.
CHARLES DAVIS
The jazz world has lost one of its greats with the loss of saxophonist,
composer, arranger, teacher, Charles Davis.
Davis played alto, tenor, and baritone saxophone, performed
extensively with Archie Shepp and the brilliant Sun Ra consortium.
Raised in Chicago, he relocated to New York in the fifties. During his
lifetime he played with just about every top jazz player, touring
extensively, guesting on over a hundred albums, including these greats
- Art Blakey, Abdullah Ibrahim, Cedar Walton, Clark Terry, Dinah
Washington, Johnny Griffin, and of course Archie Shepp and Sun Ra.
He was critically acclaimed throughout his career as one of the best,
achieving many awards for his work.
His own solo albums were few and far between, the standout being
from 1990 - REFLECTIONS.
He was born 20th May 1933, and died 15th July 2016.
RUBY WINTERS
Ruby Winters was born 18th January 1942, in Louisville, Kentucky.
She was encouraged to sing from an early age by her grandmother.
Her natural talent saw her performing in both the church and school
choirs. She also entered, and won many talent contests.
In 1960 her family relocated to Cincinnati, Ohio. It was here she began
to take singing for a living seriously, establishing a reputation in clubs
around the city. Club owner, Bill Sizemore took her under his wings,
gathering gigs across America and securing her a contract with the
New York label, Diamond Records. Her first chart success, in 1967,
was a pairing with label mate Johnny Thunder, 'Make Love To Me',
which was to be her biggest US hit, reaching 13 R&B and scraping into
the pop 100. She continued to have several minor hits through the late
sixties and early seventies, on the Diamond label, 'I Want Action', 'I
Don't Want To Cry', 'Just A Dream' 'Always David', and her biggest solo chart entry, 'Guess Who'.
Financial problems forced Diamond out of business. Winter than signed, in 1973, with Polydor
records, and immediately charted with the old Vic Dana hit, 'I Will'. This was followed by a minor
hit 'Without You' on Playboy in 1975.
In 1977, out of the blue, UK Creole records released 'I Will', which became a massive hit here in
the UK, and finally gave Winters an international audience. This brought her to our shores for
promotion appearances, TV shows, including Top Of The Pops. For a few years she was resident
in the UK and our charts.
Shortly after her visits to the UK, she retired from secular music, returning back to her church
roots. She died 7th August 2016.
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RON WATTS
Ron Watts was a prolific promoter, who was at the forefront of
promoting American blues acts in Britain from the late sixties, and
over the next 25 years became one of the most successful British
promoters. In 1967 he opened the legendary Blues Loft, at the Nags
Head pub, in High Wycombe, attracting blues artists such as, Howlin'
Wolf and John Lee Hooker.
He helped form the National Blues Federation, which brought over
top blues acts to venues across the UK during the late sixties. He
was very much involved in the rise of the punk scene in 1976 and
1977. There was a period when going out to a gig, whether it be the
100 club or live music club/pub, that Watts was involved in some way.
He formed the legendary Cajun Blues group, Brewer's Droop. They were never commercially
successful, but built up a huge following on the London pub rock circuit, always a great gig and
laugh.
He retired in the mid-eighties. He was born 13th November 1941, and died 20th June 2016.
SOUL DIP
Stanley Williams - Coming Back Home/Count The Days (Hotline
1985)
The B side is an enchanting and durable outing, set at a subtle midtempo with lazy bass-line, sax, synth strings. Stanley not taking any
nonsense, as he emphasises his lover's unfaithfulness, explaining
he's soon to clear off. No begging from his cheating lover will make
him change his mind.
In a heart wringing final, worth the price of the records alone, "See
I'm walking out the door... just watch my footprints in the snow".
These majestic words, composed by the singer himself, must be one
of the greatest vocal fade outs ever.
The A side is one of the best preaching ballads ever. Lovely plucked guitar riff, subdued
percussion and strings behind Stanley, who's probably even more expressive on this side, as he
relates the story of his return. Another great run out with squeaky door effects and monologue.
Hints of Ted Taylor on this wondrously simple song, where our man once again holds centre
stage, through the choral back-ups add another dimension to the overall sound.
A brilliant double sider.
Lenny O'Henry - Across The Street (Atco 1963)
A good sixties R&B sound. Simple backing, hand clapping, organ and backup singers. This record
is about a soul party to which everyone's invited except our poor Lenny. “Across the street there's
a party going on, everyone's invited but me. I'm feeling just as sad as I can be, across the street
through my window I can see"
Tremendous stuff. Anyway what Lenny can also see is his missus making out with another dude
behind his back. Midway through, girlies break in and tell him he would be better off without her
anyway. Lenny can't accept this anymore and in the end decides to cross the street and get her
back. What happened next?
I cannot fault this brilliant forty five.
Jamo Thomas - I'll Be Your Fool (Chess 1966)
This gets out of the blocks with some great twanging guitar, piano, then Jamo comes in with his
superb whispery vocals.
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There’s a pretty good horn section at the end of each verse. Highly catchy laid back dancer from
the I Spy man.
Percy Milem - Crying Baby, Baby, Baby (Stateside 1966)
A high voiced wailer from Percy, with funky guitar interjections. An excellent soul stirring ballad
about a man next door crying all night, because his girl has left him. She is now in the arms of
Percy, who is very worried that he will one day be crying all night. Soul of the highest order.
Tommy & Cleve - Boo-Ga-Loo Baby (Checker 1966)
A brilliant dancer. Excellent piano driven boogaloo with intermittent bursts of guitar. Vocals are a
bit bluesy and every so often one of them wails. A brilliant sax blast in the middle. Reminiscent of
a Sam & Dave style dancer.
The Rance Allen Group - There's Gonna Be A Showdown (Stax 1972)
You can rely on Rance to wail, and he doesn't let us down on this blistering version of the Archie
Bell classic. His wailing screaming falsetto gymnastic sends shivers down your back. Dance lyrics
have been substituted for semi-gospel words. Anyway the lyrics take third place to the voice and
beat. Spine chilling vocals and some top-notch wailing, to a point of being wailed out.
Bobby Hutton - I Can't Stand A Woman Two Timing A Man (Philips 1969)
The wails come thick and fast as we move onto the very underrated Hutton. Backing is provided
by strings and femme singers. This song really shows up Bob's fine vocal range, right up to the
highest falsetto. A smouldering helping of soul.
Attractions - New Girl In The Neighbourhood (Bell 1967)
Another brilliant piece of wax, featuring the vocals of Morris Chestnut, who can wail with the best
of ‘em, and on this outing he really lets rip. "There's a new girl in my neighbourhood, people say
she sure looks good, they say she's got a smile as bright as the stars above, and they say she's
looking for love". Mr Chestnut puts his name forward. Great string work, with Doo-Wop-Ish backing
from the fellow Attractions. Phew. An Absolute gem.
BARGAIN CD
Can you believe that all these, 37, early SB classics can be yours for £3? Amazing (Original
Atlantics plus a few Apollos)
CD 1 - 1. Cry To Me 2. Just Out Of Reach (Of My Two Open
Arms) 3. How Many Times 4. I Really Don't Want To Know 5.
Beautiful Brown Eyes 6. Send Me Some Loving 7. Go On Back
To Him 8. I'm All Alone 9. Home In Your Heart 10. I'm In Love
11. A Picture Of You 12. I'm Hanging Up My Heart For You 13.
Doodle Dee Doo 14. For You And You Alone 15. Stupidity 16.
This Is It 17. I Need You Tonight 18. Tonight's The Night 19. I
Almost Lost My Mind 20. No Man Walks Alone
CD 2 - 1. Tonight My Heart Is Crying 2. Why Do Me That Way 3.
Down In The Valley 4. Be Bop Grandma 5.
Can't Nobody Love You 6. Walking In A
Dream 7. It's All Right 8. If You Need Me 9.
Keep The Magic Working 10. The Price 11. My
Heart Is A Chapel 12. You Can Run, But You Can't Hide 13. Someone To Love 14.
You Are My One Love 15. I Said I Was Sorry 16. You Can Make It If You Try 17. To
Remember you're in
Thee. - Not Now Records 590
Those in italics I have on 78rpm if anyone is interested.

safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
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Keep on keeping on

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Saturday, August 13, 2016
Ernie Johnson's Blues Bash
Guest contributor Noah Schaffer reports on what sounds like a great show at R.L.’s Blues Palace
II, Dallas, TX.
The recent deaths of B.B. King and Bobby “Blue” Bland didn’t just mean the conclusion of their
storied careers. It also meant the end of two of the last touring blues big bands. Thankfully soulblues belter Ernie Johnson is keeping the flame alive with his Ernie Johnson Show, a 9-piece
orchestra that frequently performs around the Dallas/Ft. Worth area.
Johnson’s discography dips back to 1968’s 'Lovin' You' and
includes Southern soul hits on Jewel and Malaco in the 90’s. For
his birthday Johnson puts on an annual show at R.L.’s Blues
Palace, which surely ranks as one of the greatest juke joints in
the United States. Owner R.L. Griffin, who also has several rare
45s to his credit, hosts local and national blues and Southern
soul talent every Friday through Sunday night. The club is
especially known for its late-night Hen Call, where the band
breaks into a Bo Diddley beat while ladies of all sizes climb on
stage to shake their booty.
The venue’s fine house band was given the night off so the Ernie
Johnson Show could be showcased all night. The band started
off with an instrumental before 25-year bandleader and guitarist
Sam Honey was showcased.
Next up was a raunchy set
from Lady Lotion, whose own
booty shaking didn’t overshadow the fact that she’s a singer of
great depth and emotion. During a short break a DJ entertained
the full house with a set of popular line dance tunes and current
Southern soul hits like Pokey Bear’s “Sidepiece.” (Pokey Bear
will surely fill the Blues Palace when he sings there next month.)
Soon it was showtime, with the birthday boy taking the stage for
originals like the pleading “Don’t Leave Me This Way.” A tribute
to his friend Bobby “Blue” Bland followed, featuring cameos from
soul luminaries in the audience who included Vernon Garrett,
Rue Davis and, most emotionally, an ailing Big Charles Young,
who passed away a few weeks later.
Sam Cooke’s “A Change is Gonna Come” found Johnson
roaming the audience before he returned to originals with the
title track of his “I’m the One You Need” LP and the masterpiece
“Loves on the Other Line”. The night ended with Johnson’s two trademarks: the upbeat anthem
“It’s Party Time” and his oft-requested version of Otis Redding's “Dreams to Remember”.
Johnson’s next high-profile appearance will be as part of the spectacular line-up on offer at
Austin’s East Side Kings Festival on Sept. 11.
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Friday, August 19, 2016
Blues artists hit by Louisiana floods
My heart goes out to Louisiana residents who, yet again, have suffered severe flooding. The state
is well used to flooding and songs like Randy Newman's ‘Louisiana 1927’ are testament to that
scourge. This time it is Baton Rouge that has suffered worst, rather than New Orleans, but it
seems that there has been little media coverage of this disaster, certainly not in the UK, but also in
the US. Barack Obama has not paid a visit, although Donald Trump is threatening to go and no
doubt do some electioneering.
A number of blues artists have suffered
badly as a result of the floods. Singer and
piano player Henry Gray (pictured at the
2005 Ponderosa Stomp), now aged 91, has
reportedly lost everything. Bluesman Bob
Corritore is raising money to help him. Larry
Garner's home has been affected, and
members of the Neal family, including
Kenny, Darnell and Darlene, have also been
badly hit.
I will be in Louisiana soon visiting the Blues
and Barbecue Festival in New Orleans and
also staying in Lafayette, and I can only
hope that conditions have improved by then.
But it's time that the US authorities and media took the situation seriously and provided more help
for the victims.
Saturday, September 10, 2016
Brian Wilson at Southend Cliffs Pavilion
Here's a very welcome review by Seamus McGarvey of Brian Wilson's recent show in Southend.
Many thanks.
Brian Wilson played Southend's Cliffs Pavilion to a sell-out
crowd as part of his 'Pet Sounds' tour built around the 1966
album. With no support act, he and his ten-piece band hit
the stage right on time and headed straight into a brace of
Beach Boys classics from 'California Girls' and 'I Get
Around' to 'Shut Down' and 'Little Deuce Coupe', all
keeping faithfully close to the original recordings in terms of
sound and feel. Key band members included original
Beach Boys' singer-guitarist Al Jardine who, standing
alongside Wilson who was seated at the piano, played a
crucial role up front, both vocally and keeping a watchful
eye on everything, while Al's son Matt filled in for any vocal
gaps and carried off the high-end falsetto sequences which
were part of the group's trademark sound.
Despite whatever personal problems he may have experienced over the years, Wilson seemed in
reasonably good form this evening with his vocals and some piano figures coming through well.
Matt sang 'Don't Worry Baby', and early '70s member Blondie Chaplin sang 'Wild Honey' and 'Sail
On, Sailor', his own 1973 recording with the group, before the main part of the evening, focusing
on Wilson and the band's performance of all the tracks from the 'Pet Sounds' album. This included
familiar numbers such as 'Wouldn't It Be Nice', 'Sloop John B', 'God Only Knows', sung by Wilson,
and 'Caroline, No', plus the two instrumental tracks on the album, though Wilson did quip when
introducing one of the instrumentals: 'no voices, no singing, just instruments!' Although the
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audience didn't appear at times to be as fully engrossed by some of the album tracks, the songs
generally came across well with, for example, Wilson's handling of 'I Just Wasn’t Made For These
Times' seeming particularly poignant and moving.
Having worked through the album, it was back to what Wilson termed 'Rock’n’Roll' and more
familiar territory with hits including 'Good Vibrations', 'Help Me, Rhonda', 'Barbara Ann', 'Surfin'
U.S.A.' and 'Fun, Fun, Fun', all enthusiastically received by the audience, before he ended the
evening on the mid-tempo 'Love And Mercy' from 1988.
Maybe the last tour of this type, maybe not - who knows? - but a highly enjoyable and memorable
show featuring a number of strong performances with excellent playing and vocal harmonies: I'm
glad I was able to make it.
Seamus McGarvey
Monday, September 12, 2016
The Fatback Band in Westcliff
Here is another review by music journalist Seamus McGarvey, this time of a show by the Fatback
Band in Westcliff On Sea, Essex on September 5.
Although I'd seen The Fatback Band last February, it
had been a while since I'd seen them in a theatre setting
but here they were in Westcliff's Palace Theatre, a
wonderfully atmospheric old-style concert venue with an
informal feel, dating from 1912, drawing a large
enthusiastic crowd who were really 'up' for a good time.
Support act Basingstoke-born singer-songwriter Natasha
Watts (pictured below), with her strong, wide-ranging
voice and a good sense of humour ('you can move in
your chair!'), set the scene well for the band. Although I
was unfamiliar with her material, she worked hard at getting the audience involved, and on
numbers like 'Love Who You Are', written for her son, left a deep impression.
When The Fatback Band hit the stage led by original foundermember Bill Curtis (top picture), with Ledjerick Woods (trumpet),
Darryl McAllister (guitarist), Roby Lock Jr, (tenor sax), Desmond
Humphrey (drums and vocals), Isabella Gordon (lead vocals),
Zack Guinn (bass and vocals) and Bob James (keyboards), it
was straight into a pace-setting instrumental and on through
numbers like the mid-tempo 'Groovy Kind Of Day' and dancers
like 'Wicky Wacky' and 'Keep On Steppin'' which took Ledjerick
and Roby out into the audience, spreading the funk. The set had
a well-rehearsed and well-structured feel, the band members
very much in sync vocally and instrumentally, while making the most of the theatre's intimate
setting with the audience up close and involved. Later highlights included the driving 'Gotta Get My
Hands On Some (Money)' and the bluesy, soulful 'In The Morning' which placed Isabella firmly in
the spotlight, enabling her to shine and register strongly with the audience, while 'Bus Stop' won
another positive response, with Roby, Ledjerick and Isabella down in the aisles demonstrating the
steps to the fans. 'Spanish Hustle' added nicely to the mix, as did the catchy 'Put Your Love (In My
Tender Care)' plus the melodic mover 'I Found Lovin'', which by then saw just about everybody up,
much to Bill Curtis's obvious delight. The band delivered an encore featuring 'Backstrokin'' and
that was it – an exciting conclusion to a highly entertaining evening in a fine venue.
Seamus McGarvey (with thanks to Bill Curtis)
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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I was nine years old. The next-door neighbour, knowing my passion for
reading, gave me a huge, yellow, paving stone of a book called “The
Omnibus “Believe it or Not” (see illustration). It was the work of a selftaught cartoonist who became one of the most famous men in America
by travelling (over 200 countries) to find oddities, human freaks, strange
talents, weird facts of every description, which he then illustrated in
cartoon form in mass-circulation newspapers. His expeditions were
financed by William Randolph Hearst, the newspaper magnate. He was
Robert Ripley.
Ripley's technique was to make outrageous statements which attracted
attention by their defiance of entrenched beliefs, e.g. his claim that
Charles Lindbergh was not the first but the 66th person to cross the
Atlantic non-stop by plane. (Lindbergh was the first solo aviator but there
were others before him.)
He also claimed that the USA had no national anthem (the “Star Spangled Banner” which many
people thought was the national anthem, had never been officially ratified by Congress). It was in
1931.
Ripley was shrewd enough to employ a researcher called Norbert Pearltroth to check all his facts.
This man spent a lot of his life in the New York Central Library and worked for him for over 50
years.
However, Norbert did not check one of the “facts” I first read in the Omnibus 67 years ago! ““Why”
is not a question... it is a cow. Check it in the dictionary.” I did and could only find the obvious
definition. Many years later, I wrote to a national newspaper asking them to explain this. They
pointed out that “why”, as well as being a question, was also an old word for “a cow”. Ripley was
wrong! He had said that “why” was not a question but it is! It is also an old word for “a cow”. Black
mark, Mr Ripley, and your researcher, Norbert Pearltroth!
Ripley not only collected facts but trophies of his travels; so many that he built a special museum
he called his Odditorium. There was even a section on Erotica, from which females were barred
from viewing. In the end, there were scores of these museums
all over the world.
He became fabulously successful and wealthy and branched
out into radio and TV. He also gave lectures and made personal
appearances. He bought an island near New York (he called
this BION Island - acronym for “Believe it or Not”) and packed it
with the trophies he had collected during his foreign travels.
Ironically, he himself was the subject of a strange “Believe it or
Not” story. While researching the origins of “Taps”, the dirge
played at funerals, he had a heart-attack and died soon after.
He may not have been the first to capture the public's hunger for
strange facts but no one else did it so graphically and
successfully. His legacy remains. His cartoons (although drawn
by someone else) continue on-line. Scores of his “Odditoriums”
are still in existence and thriving.
For me, the most intriguing and memorable story in the
“Omnibus” described how a condemned murderer in San
Quentin, who was due to be hanged the next day, cheated
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death by blowing himself up with just a pack of playing cards! (see illustration.)

Since then, there have been numerous variations on Ripley's ideas, e.g. the QI books on “General
Ignorance”, demonstrating that bats aren't blind, Napoleon wasn't short, diamond isn't the hardest
substance and many other mistakes and misconceptions.
There are also books which debunk the “20 sights to see before you die” kind of book, by pointing
out the drawbacks. The breath-taking Machu Picchu site in Peru can only be reached by a long
plane flight and then an arduous trek up the mountain. (The Spanish never discovered this wonder
but unfortunately, thousands of tourists did and they are wearing away the site, which has had to
be repaired before it collapses.)
The beautiful palace, the Taj Mahal, which Shah Jahan built as a shrine to his favourite wife, has a
stinking great sewer behind it. The Pyramids, too, are not what they were, due to the depredations
of generations who have plundered the stones for their own use. There are also modern thieves
there who prey on the tourists.
I have a paperback book called “The Dictionary of Disgusting Facts” which is, er, disgusting! Not to
be read while eating or preferably, not to be read at all! (I have only read it once.)
Moving on to pleasanter things: all these facts are usually described as “Useless Information” but I
don't agree. The one thing that differentiates Homo Sapiens from the animal kingdom is
intellectual curiosity. Without it, there would no Science.
I, too, in my own small way, collect strange facts and am soon to publish a book called
“Fascinating Facts about Famous People”. Here are some extracts to whet your appetite:
Cliff Richard uttered the word “Christian” 250 times last year (75 of them in his sleep).
The late Carla Lane loved animals so much that she married a Laughing Jackass. However, it
stopped laughing when it read one of her scripts.
Bruce Forsyth's hobby is teaching chimpanzees to grin like him (so far, he has had no success).
BELIEVE IT OR NOT!
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Tales From The Woods Movie Picks section gets a refreshed format, adapting to new times.
A few titles break through in a world filled with remakes and reshapes, which will be put side by
side with their original format. Nevertheless this edition comes fully loaded; horror, thriller,
suspense, crime and history will please all readers and cinema enthusiasts.

Nerve

Pressed by her best friend, high school senior Vee
Delmonico (Emma Roberts) joins a popular underground
online game app of dare as she teams up with player Ian
(Dave Franco) revealing some of its darkest secrets
while accepting more and more dangerous dares by the
watchers.
A tale of teenage drama and romance while in a high
adrenaline pumped action pace exploring the
responsibilities and consequences of social media. A
fairly simple plot. Highly refreshing and energetic.
Colourful with tonnes of indie movie making and directing. Dare you to watch it.

Lights out

A young boy flees from his mother’s home to his estranged older sister while
haunted by an evil force, only to discover his sister has already run away
before him. Joining forces with her boyfriend, all three seek to combat a
supernatural presence.
With a Japanese-styled ghost story format, finally a horror film able to absorb
the audience with a chill factor maintaining a coherent plot free of cheap jump
scares that plague most films in the genre. Pleasantly spooky mellowed by charming main
characters and a comic relief boyfriend. Be brave and watch it.

Don’t Breathe

Three teenage thieves believe they have just hit the jackpot when they agree to break into an
apparently helpless blind man’s house in an abandoned slum in Detroit who has just been paid
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$300.000 for the hit and run death of his daughter. Soon they discover their target is not as easy
and harmless as they expected.
Based on Wait Until Dark, where a recently blinded woman
has to defend herself against a trio of thieves who terrorise
her while searching her home looking for a doll stuffed with
heroine.
This time Don’t Breathe adds a necessary plot twist; a highly
trained and skilled war veteran who quickly takes control and
turns the tables around submerging the characters and the
audience in a never ending tale of horror, gore and suspense.
Don’t Wait Until Dark to watch it.

Anthropoid

Based on Operation Daybreak. During World War II, a group of
British trained Czech commandos are deployed in Prague on a
mission to assassinate SS General Reinhard Heydrich, the Reich´s
third in command after Hitler and Himmler, and head of the Nazi
occupation force in the Czech Republic.
A slow paced build up followed by an
intense aftermath. A mission that
demands
nothing
but
courage,
heroism and sacrifice is performed by
characters filled with fear, doubt and mistrust, soothed by a chance
of romance. Have courage and watch it.

Infiltrator

A trio of U.S. Custom agents go undercover to unveil a money
laundering scheme by infamous Colombian cartel lord Pedro Escobar.
A gripping character study on the real life of Robert Mazur and his team
who go underground in a drug war between the States and cocaine
drug mafia. Friendship and relationships with the drug lords grow
stronger while the line between law and duty gets thinner.
A brilliant cast offers a solid performance involved in a suspenseful
story, immersing the audience deeper through a clandestine world
where danger and mistrust are the norm.
Infiltrate a nearby cinema and watch it.

Marti Canal
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I subscribe to a CAMRA magazine (Swan Supping)
which is a newsletter of my area’s goings-on and
generally it is quite a lively district being mainly south
Buckinghamshire. The cover of this month’s issue
showed the boarded up Black Prince pub in Princes
Risborough and inside there were three pictures of it,
in all its glory, boarded up and finally completely
demolished. Well, many pubs are suffering the same
demise to be replaced by expensive housing but this
plain ‘50s style pub/hotel held some special memories
for me. In the early sixties when I was a member of an
established Rock'n'Roll band we rehearsed weekly in
the small club house of a factory nearby where three
of the band worked. After some of those sessions,
once a month, Lesley (the guitarist’s girlfriend and our
manager) met us in the Black Prince where we usually
had too much to drink while she sorted out our band
pay and accounts (which included equipment hire
purchase, van driver costs, contingency fund and our
shares of what was left which still worth having as
Lesley got us tons of work).
These were great nights, friends came in, knowing we
would be there, and the landlady had trouble throwing us all out. (In those days the singer and I
rode home on his Vespa scooter!) It was sad to see the demise of a pub that featured so enjoyably
in my life.

Who did I last see? My step son and his wife who live near Ealing suggested that I might like to
spend an evening with them at the Ealing Blues Festival so I set out by car to Leighton Buzzard
then by train and underground arriving at Ealing Broadway at 7.15pm where I was met by the pair
of them. My stepson has become a firm Blues lover since his mum and I got together and his wife
enjoys a night out of almost any kind of music so we walked the short distance to Walpole Park
where the two day festival was set up. There were three main stages, a Main stage where the
biggest bands played, the South stage where smaller ‘true’
Blues bands and artists were featured and the Bar stage
where new and upcoming bands played. The band here
when we arrived were ‘Jump 66’ a very loud young band
right next to the bar making buying a pint very painful! We
bypassed this and headed for the Main stage where ‘Ealing
Blues Festival All Star Jam’ led by Robert Hokum (Bob
Salmons) was just cranking up.
Here was a true all-star band playing material which was
well tested ‘Rhythm & Blues’ and soon got the biggish crowd
jigging and dancing along. ‘Can’t Judge a Book’, ‘Route 66’,
‘I’m a King Bee’, ‘All along the Watchtower’, and seven
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others finishing with a big crowd pleaser ‘I Got My Mojo Working’. A great festival set by a band
that was really enjoying themselves and who included Steve King (bass), Paul White (drums),
Jamie Fisher (percussion), David Stone (guitar), Chris Burgham (great first time piano from a 21
year old music student) and Terry Marshall on sax (son of Jim Marshall).
At change over time on this stage, we wandered down to the South stage
where the Debbie Bond Blues Band was in mid set. I recognised Sam Kelly
on drums and her rather unusual line up included Rick Asherson on keys
and Ray Carless on sax. Debbie sang and played very Blues guitar. Her
material was closer to both country and Chicago Blues and I enjoyed what
she did.
Then, back to the main stage where the next band, Earl Thomas, began
their blistering Soul/Blues show. With a nine piece backing band, backing
singers and guests this was a great sound/show/crowd pleaser all rolled
into one. I wasn’t able to find out most members of the band, except the
drummer was Pat Levett and the guests were Georgia Van Etten, a fine
singer, a wonderfully crazy vocalist, Tommy Hare and harmonica player, Will Wilde. USA based
Earl Thomas had a great and powerful soul voice and was a classy showman. A super act to finish
the evening. I got home at 1.15am, exhausted but the adrenalin was still pumping.
This was the 30th Ealing Blues Festival run by Bob Salmon for the Ealing council and other main
performers on the Saturday night were British Blues Awards nominee, Zoe Schwartz, dynamic
Afro-Blues unit, Ramon Goose and Desert Rock and stalwart of the British Blues scene Paul Cox
who I’m sorry I missed. I heard he put on a stonking show!

Lists: The Blues Foundation of America made their 2016 Blues Music Awards and I listed the
main award winners in the last issue of TFTW Mag. I wrote that I would look at the other awards
and 2016 Blues Hall of Fame inductees in this issue. They included five legendary Blues
performers, two individuals who were instrumental in the creation of Blues Music, Five single
Blues recordings, one Blues album and an important piece of Blues literature.
I quote from the Blues Hall of Fame announcement;
‘Elvin Bishop, Eddy Clearwater, Jimmy Johnson, John Mayall and The Memphis Jug
Band will each take their places besides performers who have been deemed by a group
of Blues scholars and industry veterans as the Best in the Blues. Each of these musicians
has carved a place in Blues history. Bishop’s beginnings with the Paul Butterfield Blues
Band to his more recent recognition for the 2015 Blues Music Awards ‘Song of the Year’
have elevated him to the highest stature of Blues music.
Clearwater, Johnson and Mayall each boast careers that have spanned more than half a
century, and their talent has not waned as they each continue to produce music and to
perform for devoted audiences, yet each are distinguishable by their stage presence and
musical talent. The Memphis Jug Band’s music crossed the racial divides of the first half
of the twentieth century and inspired many musicians to follow in their footsteps.’
Non-performer individuals also to be recognised for their behind-the-scenes contributions are
Malaco Records partners, Tommy Couch Sr, and Wolf Stephenson, who, after Dorothy Moore’s hit
‘Misty Blue’ in 1976 went on to produce greats like Bobby Bland, Little Milton, Z.Z Hill, Latimore,
Johnnie Taylor and Tyrone Davis and remain an active player in Blues music today.
The Classic Album ‘Blues in the Mississippi night’ (Nixa 1957 and United artists 1959) was
honoured as were the singles ‘Crazy Blues by Mamie Smith OKeh 1920), ‘That’s All Right’ by
Jimmy Rogers (Chess1950), ‘I Wish You Would’ by Billy Boy Arnold (Vee-Jay 1955), Johnny
Moore’s Three Blazers (Charles Brown – vocal and piano) ‘Merry Christmas Baby’ (Exclusive
1947) and ‘Blues Before Sunrise’ by Leroy Carr and Scrapper Blackwell (Vocalion 1934)
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The book ‘Early Down-home Blues: a Musical and Cultural Analysis’ by Jeff
Todd Titon, thought to be one of the most important studies of the Blues,
was the literary entry to The Blues Hall of Fame.
The 21 British Blues Awards winners were announced last month and I am
not going to list them because I either don’t know them or don’t like them. I
will, however look into the ones I don’t know to see if they also fall into the
‘don’t like’ category. Readers of my piece here will know that I hate loud
Rock/Blues (which mostly wins these awards) and also feel that British
artists remind me of the old Rock'n'Roll days when early British artists
copied the Americans very poorly with lousy backings and no feeling for the
music. We are, with a few exceptions, doing this again with the current
British Blues

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: Continuing with the H’s
Mike Henderson and the Bluebloods
This is a band I shouldn’t like. I heard ‘When I get Drunk’
from the album ‘First Blood’ which really rocks and is
best played LOUD. The ‘Drunk’ track is still one of my alltime favourites and I recently bought the new Mike
Henderson album ‘If you Think It’s Hot Here’ and am
enjoying that too. Mike was born in Missouri in 1951 and
in his young life learned the harmonica, the guitar, fiddle,
mandolin and slide guitar.
Then in 1985 he moved to Nashville where hard work,
working as a bar band member, playing bluegrass,
contemporary country, pop, rock and blues, he got
session work with top names there like Emmylou Harris
and John Hiatt. He made a few albums of his own which
were not successful until he formed The Bluebloods and
made ‘First Blood’. He continues to make great Blues
albums intermittently and still plays in the bar in Nashville where he started. He has a terrific band
behind him as can be witnessed if you go to YouTube and watch ‘When I Get Drunk’ (from Later
with Jools Holland) and especially the fabulous piano solo by Reese Wynans.
John Hammond.
John, born in 1941, was the son of a
famous jazz enthusiast and record
producer of the same name but he was
never an influence on John’s (Jr) love of
blues. He learned the guitar and
harmonica and has remained true to the
acoustic blues.
His biggest problem is that he cannot sing
but he is able to carry a song in a way that
makes me like him. There are many artists
who cannot sing but have made a great
career out of projecting the song, Dr. John
is, I think, a great example. In John
Hammond’s case it is also his choice of
Blues songs which he projects in his plaintive way which has made him a champion in the eyes of
contemporary country Blues artists and me too.
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Other ‘H’s I like include Lightnin’ Hopkins, Howlin’ Wolf, John Lee Hooker and, surprise,
surprise, a couple of British artists, James Hunter and Jo Harman.

What was my last CD? I recently raved over a Keb’ Mo’ album ‘Bluesamericana’ which I had
recently bought only to find that he had also put out another one ‘That
Hot Pink Blues Album’ on which he plays 16 live tracks with a great
band. I bought it. It is live versions of stuff from his studio albums
performed beautifully and recorded clearly with slightly different
approaches to each tune, be it a new solo or change of pace. There
really isn’t a bad song on it and that is
quite an unusual thing to say with
albums these days. Most Amazon
reviewers gave it 5 stars and I will too!

What’s on my iPod?

’Keep Your
Hands Off Her’ by Mike Vernon y Los Garcia from the album ‘Just
A Little Bit’. Mike is having fun here with some musician friends
from Spain where he now lives. This 14 track album is full of old
R‘n’B standards like ‘Kansas City’ and ‘Shake Rattle and Roll’ and,
like I found on my old school reports, ‘Could have done better’.
Dave Parker
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Actually not so much a review of the event as a whole, but simply my personal account of a few
acts that I concentrated on at this year's twenty-seventh annual musical extravaganza.
The major action got underway at the Muni Theatre International Stage on the Friday evening with
Nine Below Zero, led by singer/guitarist Dennis Greaves and Mark Feltham on harmonica.
However, I elected to visit the Duke of Lancaster pub to see Walter Mitty's Head, but more about
them later.
I returned to the Muni just as Dave Edmunds kicked off his set with a
wonderful version of J J Cale's Call Me The Breeze, followed by
Springsteen's vibrant From Small Things (Big Things One Day Come) and
a rockin' Cut Across Shorty. He doesn't seem to play in the UK too often
nowadays, but he is still lively and looking good, making it hard to believe
he is actually 72. In between excellent versions of both sides of Lazy
Lester's 1958 Excello single I'm A Lover Not A Fighter and Sugar Coated
Love we got the up-tempo country number Halfway Down and the catchy
Deborah, which Edmunds wrote with Nick Lowe.
Edmund's fluent guitar picking and strong voice were seen to be very much in evidence on a
fabulous Sweet Little Rock 'n' Roller. His band were no slouches either, comprising rhythm guitar,
bass, drums and keyboard, with the young pianist showing his mettle on the boogie woogie
instrumental Roll 'Em Pete, with the guitarist switching to saxophone. Liam Grundy's moving
ballad One More Night was given a sensitive reading, and was a highlight of the show for me.
Then Edmunds was back rocking with Liza Jane, his 1970 number one hit interpretation of Smiley
Lewis' I Hear You Knocking and Nick Lowe's still cool composition I Knew The Bride (When She
Used To Rock 'n' Roll).
Encoring with Sabre Dance, the 1968 hit instrumental on which many of us first heard his guitar
wizardry as leader of Love Sculpture, and I'm Ready, Edmunds and his Band left the stage to
richly deserved acclaim. Curiously, the anticipated Girls Talk and Queen Of Hearts were not
included, but I doubt if anyone minded too much, such was the quality of this performance.
Next on the bill was Bernie Marsden, apparently best known as a member of Whitesnake. I didn't
think it would be my cup of tea, and anyway I'd had my money's worth with Dave Edmunds, so I
wended my way home.
I made sure that I was back at the international stage the following
evening for Nikki Hill. Having checked her out on YouTube, I was really
looking forward to seeing her perform. Sporting a luminous green
blouse she opened up with two self-penned numbers from her debut
album - Here's Nikki Hill - the hypnotic, sassy I Got A Man and the blues
belter Strapped To The Beat. A wonderful version of Barbara George's I
Know (You Don't Love Me No More) provided a nice change of pace
with this well received R&B ballad.
Displaying a bubbly personality, good stage movement and a powerful
voice put me in mind of a young Tina Turner. Originally from North
Carolina, but now based in New Orleans, this feisty southern sensation
belted out Ask Yourself, another track from the same CD. Her band
provided terrific backing throughout, led by hubby Matt Hill and Robert
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Nesbit on guitars with Ed Strohsahl on bass plus drummer Chris Reddan.
Besides the strong title track, Hill included some other songs from her recent Heavy Hearts, Hard
Fists album such as Mama Wouldn't Like It and Struttin', which had a Rolling Stones feel about it.
She also included covers of Chuck's Sweet Little Rock 'n' Roller and Johnny Thunders' You Can't
Put Your Arms Around A Memory in an act well worth experiencing.
Unfortunately I missed the vast majority of Earl Thomas' set with his tight band The Royal Guard,
but I did catch the encore when he invited Nikki Hill to join him in rockin' out in formidable fashion
with the Faces' Had Me A Real Good Time, by which time she had changed into an Otis Redding
sweatshirt.
Saturday night headliners, The James Hunter Six, needing no
introduction, were in their usual splendid form from start to finish.
Hunter's soulful voice is still in fine fettle, and with a fluent guitar style
he leads by example as his top notch accompanying musicians
continue to shine. Tonight saw Joe Erber depping on keyboard, who
slotted in comfortably alongside seasoned colleagues Jason Wilson on
upright bass and drummer Jonathan Lee, as well as the dual sax attack
of Damian Hand (tenor) and Lee Badau (baritone).
Hunter is also a master craftsman of song, the only cover tonight In a
ninety minute slot being that of the Five Royales' Baby Don't Do It. Selfpenned tracks from highly recommended current Daptone release Hold
On! - on CD and vinyl - featured prominently including the tender Something's Calling, the
swinging (Baby) Hold On, the funky Free Your Mind (While You Still Got Time), the energetic
Stranded and the charming This Is Where We Came In. The remainder of the set contained strong
songs from previous albums such as the swaggering Talking 'Bout My Love and the bluesy Kick It
Around, along with the gentle ska shuffle of Let The Monkey Ride, the lilting Carina and the groovy
Minute By Minute.
On Sunday evening I found the Jive Aces dishing up their usual energetic show incorporating a
dash of good humour. The six-piece swing outfit, fronted by vocalist and trumpeter Ian Clarkson,
looked dashing in matching blue shirts and yellow slacks with black & white two-tone shoes.
Inclusive of keyboard, drums, double bass, saxophone and trombone they opened brightly
showing Louis Jordan's influence with their lively signature song Jive Jive, Jive Aces followed by
the jump blues of Choo Choo Ch' Boogie.
Big Joe Turner's pulsating Boogie Woogie Country Girl gave the piano player a chance to shine
before the title track of their latest CD, the jovial Spread A Little Happiness. The introduction of
splendid songstress Miss Amy Baker in alluring vintage dress brought forth excellent renderings of
Ruth Brown's As Long As I'm Movin' and the Leiber & Stoller song Saved, a la LaVern Baker.
Other numbers performed included Nobody Here But Us Chickens and I Wanna Be Like You from
Disney's Jungle Book. Also a two speed Bring Me Sunshine on which Clarkson strummed a bright
yellow ukulele and a dash of skiffle, complete with washboard, on Mama Don't Allow.
Forgoing the opportunity to watch guitar star Wilko Johnson who followed, I wandered along to
one of the unofficial fringe venues to see Walter Mitty's Head again. Described in the programme
as "Local Legends and Colne Blues veterans" in their usual spunky manner they took no
prisoners, playing with vim and vigour.
Highlights of their two appearances on Friday and Sunday evenings included powerhouse
interpretations of The Mekons' Where Were You, The Sonics' Head On Backwards, The
Milkshakes' Walking Talking Johnny Cash Blues and a couple of Link Wray instrumentals - Jack
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The Ripper and Run Chicken Run. There was also Tom Waits' Going Out West and Heart Attack
& Vine, Jonathan Richman's driving anthem Road Runner, and a few of The Meteors' psychobilly
rockers. Not to mention some of their own inventive songs such as Platform Five and recent single
Siouxie Sioux, all well-executed and delivered with power and passion to delight their devotees.
The festival concluded on Bank Holiday Monday with the main attractions being Canadian harp
blower Jordan Patterson, New York blues rock singer Sari Schorr and The Devon Allman
Band, of whom I heard very good reports although I didn't see this son of Gregg Allman myself.
Lee Wilkinson

The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Back again folks,
You should, if you are a keen observer of all things TFTW, have noticed we are rapidly moving
towards the middle 90s in our numbering. My calculations suggest that by February 2018 we shall
be celebrating Issue 100, an incredible achievement I'm sure you’ll agree, particularly as I certainly
had no intention ever continuing the magazine into such huge numbers (and neither did I - I just
wanted to pass a couple of boring hours on night shift - H). I recall quite vividly sat around the
table of a central London restaurant when this magazine had barely entered its teenage years
where the question was posed "How long do I intend to keep the magazine (or more accurately
fanzine/newsletter as it was in those days), going?” Without hesitation I replied "Certainly no more
than 25 issues" before adding with a chuckle "It ain’t going to become Coronation Street". Well,
how different it would all turn out, I'm pleased to say, although of course it has become very much
a joint effort by all those involved since those far off days.
So how are we going to celebrate our anniversary issue number 100? Well, we’ve got over a year
to think about it; perhaps you feel Harry who has worked so hard on all things TFTW since day one
deserves special recognition, perhaps treating to him a three month cruise around the sun
drenched Med (that one gets my vote! - H), or maybe you think us all here at TFTW are deserving
of such a glorious vacation. Perhaps you would like to hire the London Palladium for us to promote
a show in our honour on such a grand scale; we would of course spend your money wisely, safe in
the knowledge we would present the finest show, backed by the TFTW Band, the best backing
band in the land, promoted by the best team in the land. Or perhaps those purse strings stretch to
something a little more modest; let us know what your ideas are. Woodies are, as everyone out
there in the roots music world knows, the most visionary and loyal folks in any land.
Don't forget to check out all the fabulous clips on our TFTW video channel, being put together and
posted for your enjoyment by Denis Hoare, all the more
potent with the spate of sad passings of wonderful
performers who have appeared on our shows over recent
times. If you like what you hear, and I'm sure you will,
why not tune in on Wednesday evenings to hear these
concerts in full, on Radio Sutch. These shows, recorded
live for later transmission of this long running series, can
be heard at 9pm and don’t forget our very good friend
East End Mark’s Doo-Wop show on Saturday at 4pm.
See you in issue 94 gang.
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
October 2016
1
Saturday
Dave Peabody & Regina Mudrich
An interesting combination of senior British folk-blues artist and eclectic German violinist.
Brook’s Blues Bar at Jazz Cafe Posk, Hammersmith £10 adv, £12 door
2
Sunday
Dave Peabody & Regina Mudrich
As above
Walthamstow Folk Club
£5
5
Wednesday
Chip Taylor
Excellent songwriter: Angel Of The Morning, Wild Thing, and more.
The Slaughtered Lamb £15.40
5
Wednesday
Dave Kelly Band
A rare outing (or listing?) for the band of British blues veteran.
Half Moon, Putney
£10 adv, £12 door
10
Monday
Gill Landry
Louisiana-born singer-songwriter, whose voice tells of eyes that have seen a lot.
The Slaughtered Lamb £15.40
14
Friday
Kokomo
The reunion of British soul band from the 1970s continues. Expect it to sell out.
Half Moon, Putney
£15 adv
15
Saturday
As above
Half Moon, Putney

Kokomo
£15 adv

16
Sunday
Florence Joelle
London-based French bluesy/jazzy chanteuse. See her while you still can.
The Apple Tree, 45 Mount Pleasant, WC1X 0AE 4.00 – 9.00 pm
Collection
18
Tuesday
Eugene ‘Hideaway’ Bridges
It’s many a year since this New Orleans-born gospel-to-blues singer was a regular at this venue.
100 Club
£14 + fees
20
Thursday
The Stray Birds
Enjoy the lovely harmonies of this US Americana trio, but don’t expect more than one bird.
A Green Note presentation at Bush Hall
£14 + fees
25
Tuesday
Johnny Dowd
Alternative country but with a gothic element and black humour.
The Islington
£13.44
28
Friday
Big Boy Bloater + JD & The Straight Shot + Darrel Higham
As it’s BluesFest London, BBB will no doubt be in blues mode.
London Brooklyn Bowl
£23.40
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31
Monday
Tony Joe White
King of Swamp Rock makes another attempt to usurp the UK monarchy.
Union Chapel
£25 + fees
November 2016
4
Friday
Dale Watson
And as six years becomes three months for this alt. country favourite, so the venue grows in capacity.
London Brooklyn Bowl
£20 + fees
7
Monday
Jon T-Bone Taylor 4: Henry Gray Benefit Show
Raising funds for blues great who lost his home and possessions in recent Louisiana flood.
Bull’s Head, Barnes £11
8
Tuesday
Kent DuChaine
Keeping delta blues alive with his travelling 1934 steel guitar, Leadbessie, a portmanteau name if ever I
heard one.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden Free
9
Wednesday
Jerron ‘Blind Boy’ Paxton
Young man from LA bringing old time blues and such to young and old alike.
The Troubadour, Earls Court £17 adv, £20 door
11
Friday
Charles Bradley
Emotionally-charged soul and funk from this Daptone artist who released his third album in April.
The Roundhouse
£27.50 + fees
12
Saturday
Martha High
From Chelsea to Streatham for this James Brown funky diva.
Hideaway
£20
13
Sunday
As above
Hideaway

Martha High
£20

13
Sunday
Diz & The Doormen
Lunchtime gig (2.00 pm) for lovers of New Orleans piano, r’n’b etc.
Hideaway
£10
13
Sunday
Catfish Keith
Famed acoustic blues guitarist and singer-songwriter.
Half Moon, Putney
£12 adv, £14 door
14
Monday
Calypso Rose
Tobago-born, but New York based, still-living legend and ambassador of calypso and soca.
Jazz Cafe
£12.50 + fees
15
Tuesday
Royal Southern Brotherhood
Neville brother Cyril in ‘acclaimed soul-blues collective’.
Jazz Cafe
£22.50 + fees
17
Thursday
Ryley Walker
Evolving singer-songwriter with new album to promote.
Islington Assembly Hall
£14.85
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18
Friday
William Bell
Soul great still sounding great moves to greater (in size) venue.
Barbican
£15 - £22.50 + fees
21
Monday
The Skatalites
Expect original vocalist Doreen Shaffer, but perhaps not original alto sax man Lester Sterling.
Under The Bridge
£33.42

http://www.ukrock.net/

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.
Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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